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CHAPTER I 
INTROIDCTION 
The subject of new and expanded facilities for the mentally ill is 
receiving attention in all the states in the fonn of new outpatient 
clinics and expanded buildings and staffs. The Veterans Administration 
not only is concerned with treating those men who become mentally ill as 
a result of their service in the arme~ forces, but also in pointing the 
way to new and enlightened treatment of the mentally ill which will be 
applied in the state mental hospitals. 
The demands for hospitalization have been increasing for many years 
and the end seems not to be in sight. Some of the factors responsible 
for this trend have been outlined as follows: 
,, 
a. The average duration of human life has been materially increased, ' 
and a much larger number of persons live to the period in which they are I 
subject to senile or arteriosclerotic psychoses. Not until the average 
life has been extended as far as possible will this cause of increasing 
admissions terminate, unless someone discovers how to prevent the psy-
choses of the senium. 
b. Hospitals are better than they used to be and, therefore, more 
persons are willing to enter them. To some harried administrators it 
would seem that this is a penalty rather than a reward for bettering the 
equip::nent, personnel and administrations of their hospitals. This situ-
ation is not limited to mental hospitals, for every other type of hospital 
is busy and often overcrowded. 
c. The process of urbanization still extends and the person who 
II 
acts queerly has less opportunity of escaping unfavorable attention from 
I· his neighbors. 
I d. The economic status of families is changing. Fewer have their 
own p remises, and not infrequently two families live together because 
eraployment is low. Under such circumstances a person who cannot contrib-
ute to the family life and p erhaps to the family income in unwelcome as 
a member of the household; accordingly patients who might under better 
circumstances be cared for at home are sent to the hospital. 
e. Great economic depressions increase al l the frictions of the 
f~nily, exaggerate individual tensions, and thus accentuate the trend 
towards hospitalization.l 
Due to trends in home building and de-urbanization in very recent 
years, the tendency noted in section11 d" above has been reversed. Due 
to longer lif e however, many veterans and other members of the general 
population are no longer financially independent and are sometimes un-
welcomed members of a family unit. 
As a means of treating the many thousands of mentally ill, more and 
more facilities have been erected in the past and new ideas of treatment 
have been promulgated. One concept is that of modifying the home environ-
ment, helping to aid the other members of the family recognize the limit-
ations of the mentally ill person, and thus forestall his need to be in 
a mental institution. 
1. Hamilton, S. W. and Kempf, G.A., 11 Trendsin the Activities of 
Mental Hospi tals 11 , The American Journal of Psychiatr:}!', 5:555-563, Nov,ember, 
1939. 
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11 The other concept, and the theme of this study, is the 11 total push 
li program." Since the early days of the "treatment" rather than the "re-
straining or prison" type of mental hospital, there has been a more con-
scious attempt to provide a more humane atmosphere. Myerson2 described 
the use of drugs, diet, exercise, various somatic therapies such as elec-
troshock and insulin, occupation, and entertainment, as a combined treat-
ment or 11 total push" with the goal of helping the patient to make a better 
adjustment. For some that meant eventual discharge, for others a more 
satisfying, more privileged hospital adjustment. As l{yerson summed it 
up: 
On the theory that the prison stupor or psychosis played a role 
in the increasing retreat of definitely chronic schizophrenic 
patients in hospitals, I evolved the method of total push. The 
term 1total, 1 I repeat, is misleading in a certain sense, since 
totality is infinity and this cannot be a-pproached. Moreover, 
the various forms of the push used are introduced into the life 
of the patient in a sort of series and gradually made more 
operative. However, a technique has been evolved which merits 
the term 1total 1 as a relative designation and has the value of 
arousing interest and cooperation. 3 
Purpose of the Study 
The Veterans Administration Hospital at Brockton, Massachusetts, 
in addition to having the "total push" program described by Myerson and 
others, goes several steps further. Rather than a few wards where ade-
quate staff and physical facilities are present, the entire hospital is 
geared to offer the patient the maximum in physical .comfort and pleasant 
surroundings. It is a new kind of hospital utilizing three times the 
2. Myerson, Abraham, "Theory and Principles of the ,.Total Push11 
Method in the Treatment of. Chronic Schizophrenia, .American Journal of 
Psychiat:u;, March, 1939, p. 1198. 
3. Ibid, p. 1199, 
-
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floor space of other mental hospitals of comparable patient capacity. 
Not only is the physical plant magnificent with its tile, stainless steel, 
swimming pool. bowling alleys, radio broadcasting system operated by pa-
tients, machine shop, etc., but here the ratio of staff to patient is 
very high. The social service department with its eleven members, not 
counting students is much larger than in other hospitals having many more 
patients. At the time of this study the patient population was approxi-
mately eight hundred. 
A state hospital, with which the writer is also familiar, bas a pa-
tient population of over thirty four hundred and a social service staff 
of seven, two of whom are not trained workers, and spend most of their 
time abstracting case histories for submission to other mental hospitals 
in the event the patient is transferred. 
In view of the above, the writer wishes to examine whether the in-
tensive "treatment" in the broad sense, and more particularly social 
service, contributes to early discharge of patients. Originally it was 
planned to study twenty-five veterans previously hospitalized five or 
more years, transferred to Brockton, and discharged within six months. 
Due to the fact that the hos~ital is only slightly over a year in opera-
tion, it was necessary to modify the purpose and scope. The study will 
attempt to determine the casework function in helping patients leave the 
hospital and return to the community. If patients are able to leave 
sooner and become productive citizens more quickly, then the Veterans 
Administration is justified in having hospitals of this type. The indi-
vidual states, also would be able to profit from the more expensive but 
4 
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more efficient unit that would enable the mentally ill to resume the status 
of productive citizens sooner. The study seeks the answers to the follow-
ing general questions: 
1. Who were these men who were able to leave Brockton after six 
months while they had spent two or more years in another mental hosp ital 
prior to transfer? 
2. What part did social service play in planning for early dis-
charge? 
3. What kind of immediate extra-mural adjustment did the subjects 
make? 
4. What types of treatment did the subjects have in the former hos-
p ital? 
5. What types of treatment did the subjects receive at the Veterans 
Administration Hospital, Brockton? 
Scqpe of the StudY 
As stated earlier the writer had planned to consider those veterans 
who were hosp italized five or more years continuously in the same or 
various hospitals, were transferred to Brockton, then discharged within 
six months after admission. Because Brockton is a new hospital, barely 
in operation more than one year, not enough veterans had passed through 
the hospitalization course as defined above to serve as subjects for the 
study. There were many veterans who had long histories of previous hos-
pitalization but broken by short periods of adjustment in the community. 
The study was finally limited to veterans who had at least two years 
of continuous hospitalization, were transferred to Brockton, and discharged 
5 
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II within six months. 
lj were controlled. 
l 
II 
~1ese were the only criteria set U9· No other variabl~ 
Due to the very small number considered, the writer was 
able to do a more intensive study and the case histories of each of the 
veterans appears. All of the patients included under the above criteria 
who were discharged prior to December 25, 1954, were included in the study. 1 
Sources of Data 
The information used in this study has been compiled from hospital 
" social service records, finance records, registrar's records, contact 
I 
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with individual social service workers where it seemed appropriate, and 
clinical records. Social service records provide a history of the pa-
tient 1s early life prior to hospitalization, indicate the patient's level 
of adjustment while in the hospital, and provide a record of contacts 
with the patient's family and planning in that area. 
Finance records provide information regarding the patient's financial 
condition in terms of government compensation or pension, payments to the 
family, and status of funds held by the hospital for use by the patient 
during his hospitalization. 
Clinical records provided information concerning the patient's adjust- : 
ment in the former hospital, the type of treatment given there, medical 
summaries and progress notes, and diagnoses. Clinical records provided 
I 
all the information used concerning the patient's course in the former 
hospital. In many cases information had been abstracted by the psychia-
trists at Brockton for use in treatment of the patient. In these cases 
the information was taken verbatim with only minor changes to conform to 
the Veterans Administration policy of disguising data to prevent positive 
II identification of the veteran concerned. 
I 
I 
I 
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I I Limitations of the Stu.d,y 
II 
II 
,, 
The most outstanding limitation is, of course, the size of the samnle. I 
- I 
The records themselves are subjective and are written by many different 
people. The social worker or psychiatrist making the reports did so with-
out regard to standardization ~~d research methods. The schedule used to 
I 
compile social information made use of the same subjective clinical reports! 
I used in compiling the case histories and is, therefore, no more valid or 
~~ objective than the case histories themselves. In addition, the independent ! 
judgment of the same material by a qualified researcher was not possible 
II 
I 
due to limitations of time and funds. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE SE~ING 
The Veterans Administration Hospital at Brockton, Massachusetts, 
was established in 1953. It was in October of that year that the first 
group of patients were transferred from another Veterans Administration 
Hospital to :Brock ton to be nearer their homes and friends and to facili-
tate visiting. The hospital serves veterans, all male at the present 
time, who live in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. Veterans 
are from the Spanish-American War up to and including the Korean fighting. 
The largest number are World War II veterans. Admission preference is 
g iven in the following order: (1) emergency cases, (2) service-connected 
mental illnesses, (3) non-service connected mental illnesses. All pa-
tients admitted have a mental condition. Some also are physically ill 
in addition to their mental disability. Service connection disability 
is one in which the disease or injury inaur red in, or was aggravated by, 
active military service in line of duty, and discharge from the armed 
forces must have been under conditions other than dishonorable. 
Patients are treated at :Brockton under three types of commitments: 
(1) voluntary, (2) tempora.ry, and (3) regular. Under the voluntary type 
of admission the patient or someone in his family asks f or his hospitali-
zation. The patient is free to go after having given three days written 
notice, with or without the approval of the medical staf f. Under the 
latter conditions, he would receive an 11 against medical advice" discharge. jj 
I 
Temporary commitments are f or a matter of days, ten to a month, and are 
used primarily for observation and diagnostic purposes. Regular commit-
8 
li mente are accomplished according to the state law from which the patient 
I comes. They require a court order and the signatures of two physicians 
II 
I 
I 
not attached to the Brock ton hospital. 
Release procedures 
Patien~s leave Brockton through transfers to other hospitals, through 
release to t rial visit, through maximum hosp ital benefit discharge, 
through discharge against med.ical advice, and through elopement. When a 
patient i s g iven a trial visit type of discharge he has not been com-
11 pletely separated from the hospital, but continues to be supervised by 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I' 
a social worker from the hospital or by a social worker from a Veterans 
Administration regional office, depending on the distance from the pa-
t ient t s homt3 to the hospital. 
During trial visit the patient and his family are provided casework 
services and the trial visits which are of three months duration are ex-
II tended until the completion of a year. At that time if the patient con-
I tinues to dC> well, he is discharged from the hospital rolls. 
Outright medical discharge, without trial visit perlods, usually 
occurs in the case of patients admitted under voluntary or temporary 
commitments . 1 hile the hospi tal is no longer responsible for these dis-
charged pa.t :ients, social service may provide a caseworker where circum-
stances warrant such activity. 
Discharges against medical advice usually occur when relatives of 
the patient insist on removing him from the hospital despite medical 
opinion that continued hosp i ta1iza tion would benefit hini. When a patient 
is considered potentially dangerous to himself or the community, such 
I 
1 requests may . be refused. 
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When patients elope from the hospital they are considered to remain j 
I 
the responsibility of the hospital. Efforts are made to locate and return 
them to the hOS!>i tal. Elopements usually occur when a pa tiant OYer s t "ys 
a. br-it3f leave of absence. 1 
The P~cal Plant 
~ae Brockton Veterans Administration Hospital consists of a group 
of well separated brick buildings situated on a large expanse of land-
scaped grounds near a small New England manufacturing town. The build-
ings are attractive light colored tapestry brick with light seams of 
jl contrasting masonry, giving the illusion of horizontal structure and 
pro~mi ty to the ground. The land was a gift to the Federal Government 
and consists of 125 acres. On this land the twenty-seven buildings were 
erected at a cost of eighteen million dollars. An additional four mil-
lions were spent for equipment, resulting in a physical plant costing 
t wenty-two million dollars, with a patient capacity of 948. The writer 
doubts whether there are more than a handful of other hospitals of com-
parable size with so great an investment per patient. Just what has the 
cost of a mental hospital have to do with this study? 
This hospital has been adjudged an experiment by the Veterans Admin-
istration. No expense had been spared to make it the best obtainable. 
Will the results in terms of rehabilitated, productive men justify its 
expense? Will patients be able to leave sooner under the 11 total push" 
in effect? These questions can only be answered after the hospital has 
been in operation for some time and there are numbers of discharged 
1. LaRosee, A.E., Social Service and Trial Visit, unpublished 
thesis, Boston University School of Social Work , 1953. 
I 
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'I 
veterans large enough to ~ce statistical studies valid • 
The Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Service at Brockton car ries 
on a broad program which services the needs of the patients in all diag-
nostic categories. Treatment programs are available to patients who have 
neuropsychiatric conditions and to patient s who have tuberculosis in 
addition to their psychiatric conditions. In general, the Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation Service has a three-fold function character-
ized by the utilization of the principles of physical medicine and re-
habilitation for preventive, diagnostic, or therapeutic purposes. Through 
the medium of five specialized therapies incl11ding Physical Therapy, 
Corrective Therapy, Educational Therapy, Occupational Therapy and Manual 
Arts 'lherapy, this service aims to help the patient achieve the :t'u.llest 
co~mxnity adjustment commensurate with the patient's abilities and dis-
abilities. 2 
The Member-»nnlo_yee Program 
The Member-llmployee Program moves a step beyond the regular Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation Service described above. As the name implies, 
it concerns thos patients who have derived maximwa benefit from hospital-
ization and are then hired as hospital employees. This program was de-
signed to give patients who had become "institutionalized" or overdepend-
ent on the prot~ctive atmosphere of a hospital an opportunity to work. 
Being able to work serves two functions among others. First, it gives a 
patient self-confidence at having held a job, earned money, been able 
2. The Minute l4an, Newsp~per in First Army Area, Vol. XI, No. 5 
May, 1954 . 
11 
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to work a full eight-hour day, and managed adequately his after work hours. 
In addition, the work record co~iled by a patient. especially a veteran 
who has been hospitalized for many years, is adequate proof for prosp ec-
tive employers that the applicant is able to do a full days work in return 
for his pay. There is a well recognized tendency for patients to fear 
leaving the hospital. This tendency is especially pronounced in veterans 
who have spent many years in the hospital and the thought of release 
brings back a flood of terrifying thoughts. ~1ey will no longer be in a 
protected atmosphere where the personnel are understanding and willing 
to accep t t hem and their limitations. When they enter the community they 
1 are expected to be able to function as well as one who had never left that 
conmunity. The Mem"oer-Dnployee Program is a sort of stepp ing stone back 
to that community. They receive pay, do constructive ,-;ork in many depart-
! ments of the hospital such as the utilities section, buildings and grounds, 
,, 
1 etc. They are subject to all the rules and r egulations of any regular 
hospital employee. Member-employees do not live in wards but have a sec-
tion of the hospital to themselves where they are expected to keep their 
quarters clean, and where they come and go as they please. 
'/hen a patient is referred to the member-employee program, usually 
by a member of the 11 team11 responsible f or his case. he is presented be-
for a Medical Rehabilitation Board which assesses the patient's paten-
tiality for a successfUl experience in the member-employee status. Once 
in the program, the patient is provided with a conditioning process which 
will facilitate his adjustment into the community. For example, if he 
is late for work, his pay is docked as would be done with a regular 
12 
employee. Durine the time the patient is on member-employee status, 
Vocational Counseling and social service are ~cing plans with the member-
employee that will att~~t to lay the foundations for a successful social 
J and vocational adjustment in the community . 
I Social Service 
I 
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Social Service has three basic functions in a hospital such as 
Brock ton. A social worker sees the patient as soon as possible after 
admission. He discusses with the patient any social, financial, or other 
problems that may be created or intensified because of his hospitaliza-
tion. Since much of the therapeutic effect of hospitalization involves 
being in a protective, more carefree atmosphere, it is the thinking of 
the social service department tha t anythipg that removes anxiety as a 
result of hospitalization fosters a speedier recovery. Such things as 
debts, time payments on furniture or other household necessities, mort-
gages, etc. are all problems t hat face many of the veterans admitted. 
Since income is eliminated or reduced f or many of the families concerned 
while the breadwinner is hospitalized, the social worker functions to 
minimize the social upheaval that occurs within the family. Knowing that 
h is f amily will not be f orgotten r~~oves one of the pressures from the 
patient and allows him to benefit more fully from hos italization. 
The social worker at Brockton also functions as a member of the 
therapeutic team treating the patient. Social workers, in addition to 
the psychiatrist and psychologist, function to coordinate the efforts of 
the staff toward the total treatment of the patient. Social workers do 
'I group and individual psychotherapy in cooperation with the other team 
·r 
I 
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members, interview relatives to secure a psychiatric history to more 
jl 
II 
I 
I 
fully understand the patient and his problems, and by seeing other members j 
of the family unit are able to contribute pertinent information regarding 
family interaction. 
Social service is also responsible for discharge planning. The 
worker attempts to facilitate the return to the community and the home. 
In some cases where it is felt inadvisable for the patient to return to 
the social enviromnent whence he came, other arrangements such as foster 
homes are provided. Often the worker will hel:9 to modify the home en'll'iron-
ment to the end that fewer pressures are placed on the veteran. By help-
ing to interpret the patient's limitations and the need f or accep tance 
and understanding on the part of the family members, it is often possible 
to preclude the return of the veteran to the hospital. 
Once the veteran leaves the hospital, the social worker in t he hos-
pital continues to help and evaluate the patient's adjustment to the 
'I 
I community in many instances. If the p'atient is discharged on a "trial 
II 
visit" basis this follow-up is universal. If the patient lives beyond 
the area to which the hosp ital staff travel, the social worker in the 
Veterans Administration regional office closest to the patient's home 
supervises the trial visit. This relationship of the regional of fice 
worker to the hospital worker is known as the "p ilot" program. Before 
discharge of the patient, or as soon afterward as possible, the hosp ital 
worker and the regional office worker discuss the patient and the problems 
he will face in his return to the community. Areas in which the patient 
will need help and understanding are explored, and goals of adjustment 
14 
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I and social and vocational levels of functioning are explored and stated 
on a realistic basis. If the maximum adjustment for the patient appears 
effect this will have on the patient's adjustment and the probability of 
1: his return to a mental hospital. 
I 
I 
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Social service is also responsible for arranging passes and leaves 
from the hospital which encourage socialization and maintain the patient 
in realistic contact with the community. Miller and Clancy3 concluded 
that much of the deterioration from which chronic patients suffer is in 
the field of social perfo~ance. 
3. Miller, D.H. and Clancy, D. ,"An Approach to the Social Re-
habilitation of Chronic Psychotic Patients}' Psychiatry 15: 435-433, 
November, 1952. 
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I 
DESCRIPTION OF FACTORS PRESUMED 'ro HAVE RELEV.AliCE TO PROBLEM 
The following are arbitrary factors the social worker would want to 
know about the subjects of the study: (1) marital status, (2) treatment 
'I at BroCkton, (3) treatment at former hospital, (4) date of discharge, 
I 
' 
(5) number of admissions to mental hospitals prior to admission to Brock-
ton, (6) employment history, (7) school attainment, (8) age level, (9) 
diagnoses, (10) war service, (11) residence, (12) type of discharge (13) 
social service contacts. 
1 1. Ma.ri tal Status 
11 Of the ten, seven were single, while three were divorced. There 
1 were no married men in the group at the time of the study. This distri-
bution would tend to indicate a possibility that the subjects were not 
well adjusted socially in that the majority never did marry while the 
1', 
2
re.mainder were unable to maintain a stable marriage. 
Treatment at Brockton 
None of the ten studied had somatic therapy while at Prockton, i.e., 
I no electroshock treatments (EST) or insulin shock therapy (IST) was ad-
!1 
II 
I 
,, 
I 
II 
ministered. One patient had intensive individual psychotherapy. All took 
part in Physical Medicine Rehabilitation, Hospital Industries, and/ or 
Educational Therapy. One patient received intensive vocational counseling. ! 
The fact that no somatic therapy was administered does not indicate that 
these therapies are of no value but may point up the mental condition of 
the patients at the time they were transferred to Brockton, i.e., they 
were in a relatively good state of remission. Five showed no overt psy- IJ 
chotic symptoms at the time of admission to BroCkton. 1 
16 
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3. Treatment a t ]'o:cr.!er Hospital 
Eight of the cases received one or more courses of electroshock ther-
apy. Three received insulin shock therapy in addition. None of the cases 
studied received (IST) alone. Three also had psychotherapy in addition 
to one or both of the soms.tic therap ies. One patient was primarily a 
custodial care patient, while another's activities were mainly limited 
to occupational therapy, weaving in this case. One patient also had a 
lobotomy operation in addition to both somatic theranies. 
It is generally held that electro-stimulation has a beneficial 
short term therapeutic effect. Evaluations of long term effect 
tend to show little difference between treated and untreated 
cases. Psychotherapy and environmental manipulation (both con-
current and subsequent to EST) would be the logical way of 
lengthening the duration of remissions. 
Insulin coma therapy has been used in the tres;tment of schizo-
phrenia for nearly twenty years. The general consensus of 
opinion is that it is an effective agent in altering the in:med-
iate outlook in this disease. In view of the fact that this 
therapy has failed to increase the number of relapse-free re-
coveries, we conclude that its main effectiveness lies in im-
proving the immediate prognosis • • • • • • • 
In summary, the insulin therapies have been found effective in 
producing remissions in the schizophrenias and in chronic anx-
iety states. These treatments lack the capacity to alter the 
internal dynamic factors that predispose these patients to re-
currences of their illnesses. In view of this fact, the im-
nortance of continuous use of post insulin theranies and 
~syChiatric management in the family setting is obvious.l 
4. !Bte of Discharge 
All the cases in the study were discharged within the year 1954. 
5. NUmber of Admissions to Mental Hospitals Prior to Admission to ~rock-
.!2.B 
Necessarily all the cases had at least one prior admission, however, 
1. Smith, L.H.; Myers, J.M.; Morris, H.H.; Peterson, A.L.; West, 
F.H.; Critique of Somatic Therapies; Mental Hospitals, Vol. 5; 9:9-13 pp.l0-
11, 
17 
I 
five had two prior admissions to mental hospitals. One patient had three 
prior admissions, one patient four admissions, and one patient nine admis-
sions. The mean for the group was 3.1 prior admissions before hospital!-
zation at Brockton. 
6. EmPloyment History 
Eight of the cases studied were felt to have employment records with 
irregular employment and frequent changes in the kinds of jobs held. 
While the method of determining the relative employment record is sub-
jective and crude, the writer felt that periods of unemployment for more 
than six months and tenure of six or more jobs for periods of several 
months rather than years was an adequate frame of reference. Of the cases 
studied there was no dramatic difference between pre- and post-service 
frequency of changing jobs. Two of the ten had adequate job adjustments 
in that one veteran held one job for several years prior to induction and 
the other veteran held a job for six years prior to service. Neither of 
the two cases who had adequate vocational adjustments worked at all after 
service. 
1 .:...?.:..• _.:.S:.::c:::.:h~o.:::.:ol::...=A:..::t:..::t:::::a.-inm=e-n;.;:;t_ 
Three had gramna.r school educations, four had at least some high 
school, two had attended college, and one had graduated both college and 
a post-graduate specialty. Educationally there is a wide range in the 
cases studied, tending to indicate that education had no marked bearing 
on the illnesses or social adjustments. 
8. Age Level 
With the exception of one sixty-six year old World i1ar I veteran, 
18 
all the subj ects of the study were World War II veterans, rar~ing in age 
from thirty-one to thirty-nine years. The mean, including the sixty-six 
year old, is 37.2 years. Excluding the sixty-six year old, the mean is 
33.0 years. Seven fall within the age range of thirty-one to thirty-five. 
,, 9. Diagnoses: 
Four were classified as "schizophrenic reaction." With the exception I 
of the 11 pur e 11 paranoid there appeared to be a representative sample of 
the classifications of mental illnesses in a crude ratio: at least. The 
classification follows: 
a. Involutional psychotic lr 
b. Anti-social reaction (not psychotic a t BroCkton) 
c. Depressive reaction (not psyChotic at Brockton) 
d. Schizophrenic, catatonic type 
e. Passive-aggressive sociopathic personality (not psychotic 
at Brockton) 
f. Schizophrenic, undifferentiated 
g . Mental deficiency with psychotic reaction (there is some 
doubt in the writer's mind as to whether a patient who is 
able to win card games over Ph.D. degree holders, and play 
chess is "mentally deficient"). · 
h. Personality trait disorder (not psychotic at Brockton) 
i. Schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type 
10. War Service 
1 l'Une of the ten were World War II veterans while the other -patient 
11 was a veteran of World War I. 
11. Residence 
Thirty per cent lived with parents and/or siblings. Seventy per cent 
lived in furnished rooms. One case had a household of his own until his 
wife divorced him shortly after his admission to a mental hospital. 
12. Type of Discharge 
SiX were discharged on a trial visit basis, meaning that there would 
19 
be some supervision after discharge from the hospital. An additional three I 
were discharged 11 trial visit - member-employee , 11 making ninety per cent 
discharged to trial visit. One patient was discharged maxUnum hospital 
benefit. The overwhelming percentage of trial visits would tend to point 
up the universal mental illness philosophy of the day, which is that a 
1 patient is more importantly eighty per cent well rather than twenty per 
I 
1, cent mentally ill. :By hastening the discharge date before a n complete 
'I recovery" has been attained, two purposes have been considered: (1) Schizo-
phrenia is a state of retirement from active contact with the environment II 
which is accentuated and augmented by the monotonous routine of hospital 
life, referred to as a hospital vacuum in which there is usually neither 
praise nor blame and no real incentive to combat this retirement. 2 
I (2) Shortening the period of hospitalization allows greater use o:f given 
hospital :facilities resulting in more people being able to be treated 
rather than being put on 11waiting lists. 11 
13. Social Service Contacts 
l'i In view of the :fact that all but one of the cases were discharged on 
"trial visit", it is not surprising to :find that there was social service 
I 
I planning in seventy per cent of the cases. While social service sees 
' 
every patient admitted to the hospital, naturally there will be more ac-
tivity with some patients than with others because of family interaction, 
lack of family, interest of relatives in the patient, rejection of patient 
2. Halloran, R.D.; Corwin, W.; Semrad, E.V.; Adaptation of the 
Total Push Princinle to the State Hospital at Large, Diseases of the Ner-
' vou.s System, 3:371, November, 1942t' 
!I 
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by relatives, need for foster home care program, etc. 
In three cases there was minimum social service, i.e., mostly con-
cerned with problems posed on admission and arranging for the "pilot" 
worker to meet the patient, i f possible, or if not, to have the hospital 
worker explain the social service goals for the patient and the means of 
reaching those goals. In four cases there was a great deal of contact 
with relatives in regard to eventual discharge, interpreting to them the 
limitations of the patient and what could be expected from him. In one 
case there was an unusual amount of planning and coordination among the 
hospital services and casework with the patient in preparation for "foster 
home care." In two of the cases studied the parents rejected social serv-
ice interpr etation because of a long history of maladjustment on the part 
of the patient and laCk of success the relatives had in dealing with the 
patient. In another two cases the initiative for trial visit came from 
the families, in both cases parents who f ostered dependence on the part 
of the patient. 
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CHAPTER IV 
INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAL FAC!!:'ORS .AND TREATMENT IN THE CASES 
The following case s tudies are presented to give the reader an 
opportunity to see more fully the individual problems presented by each 
of the ~atients upon admission to Brockton. In addition, the social 
factors which play a role in determining the patient's adjustment are 
explored more fully. The treatment which the patient received prior to 
BroCkton and any history of earlier hospitalizations are also mentioned. 
Illustration of deterioration of the patient's life adjustment, hospital-
ization, transfer to Brockton and planning culminating in discharge, can 
be traced. 
Several of the cases indicate the intensive planning that social 
service and the other ancillary services contribute to the total hospital 
treatment of the patient. 
In at least two cases illustration of social service's role in 
inte~reting the patient to his parents in a more posi tive way can be 
seen. 
Case No. 1 
The pat ient, 63 years of age, was born in 1887. He was very 
closely associated wi th his father and motber, especially de-
pending on his mother who died at the age of 52. The entire 
family remained as a unit except for two older brothers, one 
of whom became a member of the clergy. The patient since the 
death of his father, when the former was 40 years of age, has 
continued to reside in the home with his unmarried sisters. 
The patient 1s earl~ life and development revealed a quiet, 
retiring personality who lacked ambition and initiative. 
After leaving high school, the patient worked at various posi-
tions as a clerk in a store, street car conductor and a stea~­
fitter's helper. During his service in the U. S. Navy, he met 
I 
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with reversals and disappointments. He reached the rank of 
steward Warrant Officer, but he was subsequently reduced to 
the grade of seaman for inability a11d inadequacy. 
Following his discharge from service, he failed to follow any 
r~ilar empl07illent and never held any position for more than a 
matter of months. For the past fifteen years this patient has 
been unemployed, living a dependent life with his single brother 
and three unmarried sisters who have worked steadily. The pa-
tient started to drink at the age of 25 and has continued the I 
practice more or less moderately up to the time of his first I 
hospitalization. The patient was relatively healthy physically 
until approximately one year prior to his first admission. At 
that time he complained of wealmess, general nervousness, loss 
of weight , and a feeling that he migh_t be contracting ·tubercu-
losis. He contacted several doctors and they found that he 
presented a general anemic condition. 
In late summer of 1949 he was admitted to a Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital . He remained there for five weeks. After his 
return home he continued to complain of feeling weak. He re-
ceived treatment from his family doctor and often received 
sleeping pills. Three months later the patient left his home, 
took a long walk, returned to his home in the late afternoon 
and went directly to his room. Finally his sister went to call 
him for supper and found him lying on his bed holding his arm 
and attempting to stop the flow of blood from a self-inflicted 
wound on his left wrist. The patient was immediately ta.iren to 
a hospital where the wound was dressed. The Ve.terans Administra-
tion Hospital, not having facilities to care for mental patients, 
tra-~sferred him to a state mental hospital. The patient had a 
superficial incised wound on his left wrist which was sutured. 
He was found to be retarded and apathetic and displayed little 
interest in anything. At that time he amnitted his attempt at 
suicide, stating that he had been drinking wine and felt that 
he would have been better off dead. The only reasons that he 
acknowledged for his depression was the fact that he was getting 
along in age and the future seemed dark and rather hopeless. 
He felt that from a financial, as wall as a social point of 
viaw, he must be considered a failure. His sensorium was quite 
clear at that time. He appeared to be in good contact with his 
environment. At first he was depressed, underactive, and had 
to be urged to eat. He did not receive any special treatment 
other than a course of twenty-one electro convulsive shock 
treatments. His appetite increased, he gained some weight and 
became more alert generally. His attitude toward life became 
more optimistic. He seemed to be well satisfied on the ward 
and stated that he was getting along fine. The marked speech 
blocking which he exhibited upon admission to the Veterans 
Administration Hospital was not as obvious although still present. 
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Family History: Father died at the age of 76 after having been a 
gardener all his life. ~ree weeks before his death he was hos-
pitalized for a prostatectomy and died within three weeks. He was 
forn in Ireland and came to this country as a young man. He was 
described as temperate and a kindly family man. Due to the nature 
of his work, much time was spent away from home. He had a pleas-
ing :personal! ty, was polite and good mannered and was very popular 
with all his children. It is not known what effect the father's 
death had on the patient at the time. 
Mother came to this country from Canada. She died at the age of 
54 due to 11 bloody dysenter.f involving the pelvic organs." She 
was described as a hard working woman who managed to supervise 
the home and her nine children. At the time of her death, the 
patient was in his mid-teens. Here again the immediate reaction 
of the mother's death on the patient is not known. 
Siblings: The patient is the sixth of nine siblings. The oldest 
child a male, is the only one who ever married. Another male 
sibling joined the clergy. After the death of father, the three 
sisters, a younger brother and the patient continued to function 
as a family unit. The sisters were steadily employed clerical 
workers while the youngest brother installed electronic equip-
ment. 
Course in Brockton hospital: Since admission to the Brockton 
Veterans Administration Hospital, the patient has been pleasant, 
cooperative, has attended his occupational therapy and educa-
tional therapy regularly. When engaged in conversation he shows 
tremors of a tension type. He did not ap-:ear depressed but on 
the contrary seemed pleasant and content. He also looks forward 
to going on pass to his relatives and also enjoys his leaves of 
absences. During his stay at BroCkton he engaged in ward discus-
sions and in patient ward government. Jbr a time he was the 
chairman of the ward government, but had to give this up because 
of his frequent leaves of absence to his family which interferred 
with his duties. Five months after admission to Brockton, it was 
noted that he had definitely improved, showed no signs of depres-
sion, was in excellent contact, and had made an excellent adjust- II 
ment in the hospital. Since admission here, leaves of absence 
have been encouraged. JL~ initial leave of absence was extended 
on request of relatives and an additional extension was made later 
on their request. Social service contact with the relative shortly 
before discharge gave the impression that the patient made a very good 
impression on his relatives, was pleasant and cooperative, and had 
adjusted to routine home life very well. A request for trial visit 
was made at t~ie t~e by the relative. The patient 1s record and 
his behavior, since admission to Brockton, was reviewed by the 
professional team consisting of a psychiatrist, psychologist, the 
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vocational psychologist, and the social worker. It was agreed in 
view of his improved condition and his excellent adjustment, both 
in the hospital and while on leaves of absence, that he was suit-
able for trial visit and the staff approved of this trial visit 
which is to begin just before the end of the sixth month of hos-
pitalization at :Brockton. It is planned that the psychiatric 
social worker will continue to keep in contact with the patient 
during this trial visit. 
Diagnoses: a. Involutional psychotic reaction, chronic, mod-
erate, improved. 
b. External precipitating stress: unknown 
c. Predisposition: unknown 
d. Degree of incapacity: moderate 
Case No. 2 
Patient was admitted to a Veterans Administration Hospital directly 
from a state hospital, following his release by law officers on a 
conditional basis because of a brealdng and entering charge and 
because of other impulsive behavior and confused thinking. 
This 28 year old, married, white male dated his illness to early 
in World War II when. while a seaman in the Navy, he suffered an 
accident in which the first four toes of the right foot were 
crushed and necessitated amputation. Following this injury he 
found that he tired easily and was losing interest in his work. 
He was discharged from the service on a medical discharge be-
cause of his disability. He·began drinking rather heavily follow-
ing this. He worked for a while in a defense plant and then 
joined the Merchant 1tarine. He took a course in diesel engineer-
ing and was assigned to a tanker that brought oil over to the 
Normandy coast during the invasion of Normandy. He was wounded 
by shrapnel and hospitalized in England and discharged from the 
service shortly after the end of World War II in Europe. Almost 
immediately after discharge, he purchased a gasoline station with 
money he had saved while in the Merchant Marine. He continued 
to drink rather heavily, did not do well in the business and in 
a short while his business was a failure. In less than a year, 
he was forced to sell the station. For the next four months he 
was unemployed. He then went to a resort section of the lower 
south where he got a job as a carpenter. He remained there 
three months until he was injured by a rip saw. Within a month 
or so he returned to work, this time as a bodyguard for an armored 
car service, with duty in a gambling house. He worked nights and 
received ninety dollars weekly. In the spring he was laid off 
because the busy season was at an end. The following fall, he 
a.nd a friend stole a car and headed for New England. He remained 
only a few months and then returned south. He was then arrested 
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by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in connection with the 
stolen car incident and served a couple of months in jail. After 
that he worked at various construction jobs. He continued to 
drink heavily, continually changing jobs and had a very unstable 
work his tory. 
The following year, while driving under the influence of liquor, 
he hit .a police car head on, on a four-lane highway. He was hos-
pitalized at a Veterans Administration Hospital but was not seriously 
injured. Apparently there was some mental illness associated with 
the hospitalization because a course of electroshock treatments was 
given. While hospitalized, the record indicates that he was cheer-
ful, alert, had good insight, and a firm determination to avoid any 
whiskey drinking. He was discharged early in 1949. At that time, 
his diagnosis was: schizophrenic reaction, unclassified, chronic, 
severe. He returned to his father 1s home in New England and worked 
periodically on fishing vessels. 
Later that same year, while under the influence of liquor, he was 
involved in breaking and entering wi th two other men. Because of 
his previous hospitalization, the case was held in abeyance and 
he entered an eastern Veterans Administration Hosni tal early in 
1950. 
After several transfers the patient was again seen at a psychi-
atric Veterans Administration Hospital. At that time he was 
described as irritable and gave an unconnected account of his 
recent past. His confusion and memory defect were outstanding. 
There was a 11 spotty loss of memory" and he had difficulty in 
recalling recent events. Most of his statements seemed to indi-
cate definite cloudy thinking~ He was not certain whether he 
was hallucinated, although he thought he heard his name called. 
He was somewhat repeti·tious in his speech. There were no de-
lusions el icited. He was only approximately oriented for time. 
Judgment and insight were defective. He stated that he had 
difficulty sleeping and suffered from loss of appetite and at 
times had severe headaches. 
Family History: Father is living and well at the age of 63. 
He was born and remained in New England. He was described by 
the social worker taking the history as giving the impression 
of being a severe, cold, rejecting parent. There is a history 
of frequent beatings in childhood and adolescence. He was a 
strict disciplinarian and insisted that the children work at 
an early age. Father was a clerical worker. 
Mother is a few years younger than father, is in good health, 
and is described as a warm outgoing person. She and the patient 
were very close in contrast to the patient 1s relationship with 
father. 
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Siblings: Patient is the oldest of six siblings, all of whom 
appear to be making adequate adjustments both in work and social 
areas. History of mental disease is negativ~ for all member s of 
the maternal and paternal sides of the family. 
The patient was born in the early 1920 1s in southern New England. 
There is no history of any developmental defects. He quit school-
during the first year of high school when he was sixteen to go 
to work. The patient felt he was an average student and played 
baseball and soccer. He took a course at an engineering school 
and t hen went to the midwest to continue his training, receiving 
a rating of engineer. He was considered to be of gregarious dis-
position and had many friends. Prior to service he was considered 
by his wife as an outgoing, good natured, sociable husband. He 
was devoted to his wife and there was no marital friction. He 
didn't begin to drink until he entered the navy. He had only 
one brush with the law prior to service - he was fined $25 for 
reckless driving in 1940. He worked as an attendant at a gasoline 
s t at i on after he left school and had various other jobs including 
that of shipfitter and as a worker in an ammunition factory. 
Shortly after Pearl Harbor he was called to active duty as he 
was a ·member of the Naval Reserve. 
He was discharged from service a little over a year later, went 
to a diesel engineering school in New Orleans and then entered 
the Merchant Marine where he earned an average wage of $650 a 
month. He was wounded by shrapnel and was discharged two years 
_later. After this followed the garage, caxpenter jobs, and fish-
ing described earlier. The patient has been a rather heavy 
periodic drinker since the injury and subsequent amputation of 
the toes of one foot. He smokes moderately and denies the us.e 
of drugs. Patient has been a chronic nail biter all of his life. 
He admits having severe temper tantrums during childhood and 
has explosive temper outbursts especially when drinking. Patient 
had measles and mumps as a child. There is no history of serious 
illness. Venereal disease was denied. During war service in the 
Merchant Marine he received a consussion, left ankl~ fracture and 
injury to his abdomen. Patient admits masturbation in adolescence 
with no guilt feelings. He denies homosexuality or perversions. 
He states that while he was overseas he had sexual relations vri th 
prostitutes. He was married to a girl of his own age shortly be-
fore the beginning of World War II. There are two children, one 
seven and the other three years of age. There has been a good 
deal of maladjustment in the marital situation, mostly dne to 
the 9atient 1s impulsivity, drinking and violent temper outbursts. 
He was always violent and unpredictable when drunk and on one 
occasion beat his wife severely. The wife left the patient two 
years after the marriage but became reunited with him again two 
years later after his discharge from the Merchant Marine. The 
couple were again separated two years later and there has been 
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no reconciliation since that time. 
Patient is a Catholic but is not a regular church goer. He stated 
that he hasn't lost faith and believes in God but said, "I've done 
so much trouble, don't see how you can start out a new man." 
A mental status examination done shortly after the patient was has-
pi talized in 1950 at the Veterans Administration Hospital from which 
he was transferred to Brockton gave the following picture. He was 
not able to give a good chronological account of his life history 
and was hazy as to dates. He had a tendency to gloss over his 
memory defect by saying, 11 What 1s the difference, what's the dif- · 
ference. 11 There was confusion of ideas. He stated that he could 
always remember tragedies and said, 11 ! don't know why I can re-
member all the G.D. follishness but can 1t ram~nber things I should 
r emet<'lber. 11 There were evidences of flashes of irritability. He 
had a depressive feeling and suicidal ideas. He attempted to 
run away, but was caught. When asked why he ran, he stated he 
wanted to get into the woods so that he could hang himself. Pa,.. 
tient showed perplexity, both in speech and action. Affect was 
bland and at times he does not seem to have any feelings toward 
his wife and two children. There was evidence of concrete thi~~­
ing when asked the difference between a child and a midget he 
stated, 11 They are both human beings." When asked the difference 
between poverty and laziness, he stated, "Poverty is poor and lazi-
ness is don't want to get ahead." Patient also had some phenomena 
which may have been a dream or actual hallucinations. He stated 
that he wakes up in the middle of the night and sees himself hang-
ing on the boat wtth the ship in flames. He could see his buddies 
going down and became quite fearful during the experi.ence. Auditory 
hallucinations are denied, but he stated that some time ago he did 
hear somebody calling out his name at various times. He lacked 
insight and did not realize that he was mentally ill. m1en asked 
w~ he does not .believe that he is mentally ill, he stated, "I know 
I 1m here . • • I know where I am. 11 
Course at Brockton: Extensive vocational psychology testing was 
done and can be summarized as follows: The patient showed top 
level general mechanical aptitude and has a very good understand-
ing of many c~aon tools and fi~tures. He functioned well at this 
concrete level. A spatial relations test showed that he was seri-
ously deficient in the · capacity to perceive quiCkly and accurately 
the relationship of objects in space. This indicates inadequacy 
in abstract thinking and suggests occupationally that while this 
man is highly qualified to perform many kinds of mechanical opera-
tions and use tools efficiently, he is not equip·r·ed for the abstract 
thinking required in such tasks as complex assembly work, working 
from blueprints, planning, etc. He approaches mechanical under-
standing on a concrete level. As he puts it, 11 Give me the tools 
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and I can put it together." His work history supported these 
findings. He accepted training best at the demonstration level. 
On those occasions when he was required to~ach others, he was 
best able to do it by demonstration, not explanation. 
The Patient showed a broad range of general interest centered on 
manU81 activities. He emphatically rejected domestic work, work 
requiring direct personal service. He rejected also such activi-
ties as required attention to details, like keeping records, 
writing business letters, handling money, organizing people, etc. 
It appeared that work involving use of symbols and language is 
dislike~. He evidenced clearly that he is more comfortable work-
ing with things. He finds it difficult to completely reject any-
thing. This conformed well with his stated ambition to get "estab-
lished" in something, not mattering too much what. He indicated 
that he could adjust to a brpad range of manual activities. A 
personnel inventory test showed him to be an individual likely 
to adjust well i~ a work situation. He rated much better than 
average in thos qualities which make for a stable and friction-
free work adjustment. The fact that the inventory test picture 
is too good in these respects, and also shows a shift in the 
direction of increased agreeableness and cooperativeness, sug-
gests that this person is aware of the behavior essential to 
good work adjustment and relations and can indicate this on the 
inventory, but that this may be a facade that crumbles easily 
under stress. His history of alcoholism and impulsive aggressive-
ness, together with a negative interest expressed in the personnel 
inventory for people in difficulty, supportthis idea. 
However, his current adjustment to hospital industry appeared 
productive and acceptable to his supervisors. He is well liked, 
industrious, and competent in his manual arts therapy relation-
ships. They, in fact, wanted him to continue in his role as 
assistant instructor. They indicated that he functions comfort-
ably in this capacity with most other patients and merely with-
draws from those with whom he conflicts. On the basis of the 
above, it appeared that this patient would make a good adjust-
ment to the member-employee program,particularly in the field 
of carpentry, where he is unquestionably competent, well accepted 
and where his interests lay at the moment. , 
Upon admission to :Brockton, the patient was completely oriented 
and quite cooperative. He glossed over the items in his record, 
but it was obvious that his memory for these events was quite 
intact. Relaid the blame on the influence of bad companions 
and claimed to not have exactly even known or been in good con-
trol of himself when he came into conflict with the authorities. 
He described these difficulties as 11 sowing wild oats" and didn't 
feel that they were worthy of consideration. He didn't discuss 
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his marital situation and was quite hostile about questions in 
this area. There were no hallucinations or delusions. There 
appeared to be superficial insight, but very slight. J~~ent 
was moderately impaired. Following admission, the patient was 
reasonably cooperative and quickly went to work full-time in 
manual arts therapy and had for most of his stay at :Brockton, 
enjoyed full privileges wi th weekend passes, more recently in 
his bwn custody. He has been belligerent when he felt things 
were not going quite his way, but usually has subsided with 
marginal superficial interviews. ~1e only psychotic episodes 
known in this patient are those under the influence of alcohol 
and there is nothing in the patient's history or present state 
that justified a diagnosis of schizophrenia. The above is a 
statement by the ward psyChiatrist in charge of the case. The 
patient was discussed f or member-employee status, but it was 
~onsi dered that this patient 1s mental condition did. not warrant 
further stay in this hospital, and he has been approved for 
complete discharge without trial visit. He was under commit-
ment status and the :Board of Mental Health will be notified the 
day of discharge. He is also wanted by the Parole :Soard, who 
have been notified of his imminent discharge and are in accord 
i'Ti th this decision. The patient plans to go to work for a local 
construction firm and will live nearby. 
Diagnosis: a. Anti-social reaction, chronic, severe. 
b. External precipitating stress - injury to foot. 
c. Predisposition: severe repression as a child. 
d. Degree of incapacity - mild. 
Disposition: Discharged -maximum hospital benefit. 
Case liTo. 3 
This 35 year old, white, single, Protestant male, World War II 
veteran was ad.rrlitted to :Brockton as a trB.!"'lsfer from another Ne\V ;1 
England Veterans Administration Hospital with a t ransfer diagno-
sis of depressive reaction, chronic, moderate, with acute exacer-
bation. He is non-Aervice connected for neuropsychiatric dis-
order. He had no complaints of any kind on admission. He was 
a voluntary admission. 
History of present illness: Eight years ago the pa tient made a 
homosexual ap··)roach to a stranger who beat him up causing a 
fractured skull. The patient was taken to a general hospital 
where he was operated on and a blood clot removed. He was dis-
charged from that hospital and admitted to the New England 
Veterans Administration Hospital mentioned above. He had con-
siderable individual psychotherapy during his f irst two years 
at the hospital and numerous social service contacts during his 
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hospital stay in preparation f or and during three attempts at 
plac~·uent in a job s ituation outside the hosnital , all of which 
resulte d in failure. Because of his periodi.c depressions he was 
g iven a course of thirty-one EST 's and showed some temporary im-
prover.lent. This patient was a real problem in management at the 
hospital from which he was transferred to BroCkton. He got d1~nk 
on the gr ounds and was involved i n figh~s with other patients on 
a number of occas ions. Periodically he would get restless , depressed, 
resentful , would begin to drink, then would elope, later re't1.1rning 
to the hospital voluntarily. He was apt to dramatize himself and 
show some attention seek ing behavior. On several occasions he 
made half-hearted suicidal atteu~ts. He verbalized fluently con-
cerning his conflict betweenhis overt homosexuality and the sense 
of unworthiness and guilt that it engenders. The patient was dis-
clLarged into his O\vn custody in order to get a job six months be-
fore admission to Brockton. Ho~ever, the patient was dissatisfied 
with the working conditions, bec~~e upset and fearful and was re-
admitted in the fall of 1952. 
Family History: The patient was born in New England, an illegiti-
mate child. He was brought up by his grand..'no ther , whom he con-
sidered t o be his mother. His true mother, the pat ient regarded 
as a sister. As a child he was described as shy, moody, seclusive 
and very demanding of affection and attention. He did well in 
school until he was told the true facts about his parentage. 
After that, his grades were considerably poorer. He graduated 
from high school~t the age of 16 and took extension courses at 
a local university. He worked in cotton mills, drug stores, and 
l a ter as an office clerk in various firms . Prior to induction 
into the Army, he was attracted to homosexuals but did not indulge 
in overt sexual activity until after induction. He was discharged 
from the service on points shortly after the close of World i a.r II. 
He adjusted poorly to his home environment after discharge. 
Course in Hospital: 1iental status on admiss ion revealed the 
patient to be in good contact with his surroundings. He showed 
good insight into his condition. He recognized that he had strong 
homosexual feelings, that females were repugnant to him, and that 
he had . ~ .. : .guilt and inferiority feelings over this. He recognized 
that he got along well in a hospital situation but did not do well 
on the outside. The patient 's hospital adjustment has been good 
within certain limits. He has work ed as an assistant to the 
therapist in educational therapy and his work habits have been 
excellent. He was extended ground privileges within two weeks 
a f ter admission to Brockton, and permitted several passes in his 
own custody subsequent to that date. However, about a month later, 
the patient made a vague suicidal threat in the course of a temper 
tantrum, precipitated by having been reported f or partaking wine 
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on the hospital grounds. As a result of this threat, the patient's 
privileges were suspended and he was transferred to a locked ward. 
Shortly thereafter the patient admitted that his suicidal threat 
was a 11 hoax11 and only a way of "striking back. " On the following 
week the patient resurned full activities and in another week limited 
ground privileges were restored. The patient re-entered his work 
situation with interest and diligence. His ward behavior has been 
marred by periods of irritability and pouting. He takes transient 
dislikes to certain patients, especially those with homoseXual 
proclivi ties , but reveals no aggressive behavior toward them. 
There have been no evidences of overt homosexuality noted at this 
hospital. The patient was very attention seeking. He professes 
great interest in various cultural pursuits, but his knowledge is 
very superficial. He has periods of mild depression but these 
a~ear to be manifestations of his deep-seated resentment against 
vested authority and of boredom rather than true depression. In 
individual interviews, the patient had admitted the intemperate 
use of alcohol since the age of twenty. He characterizes him-
self as a latent homosexual who becomes overt under the influence 
of alcohol. It appears that this patient's chief conflict is his 
inability to accept himself as what he really is. 
The patient received psychological testing at the previous hos-
pital and this has not been repeated at Brockton. Testing there 
revealed marked anxiety in a markedly constricted personality, 
with a deep seated pattern of inferiority feelings. It was felt 
that the patient was overly influenced by mood, that he suffered 
debility in the face of frustrating stimuli. The Rorschach pro-
jective psychological test indicated that his anxiety emanated 
primarily from sexual difficulty and secondarily from a definite 
ambivalence tow~d his mother. In the course of testing, the 
patient admitted that his primary difficulty was his "conf irmed 
habit of homosexual relations. 11 Three months after admission, 
the patient presented to the Medical Rehabilitation Board and a 
trial as member-employee was agreed upon, although all present 
recognized the patient's strong dependency needs and a propensity 
to act out. The patient was discharged to member-employee status 
just four months after admission to Brockton. 
Diagnosis: a. Passive aggressive personali ty, aggressive type, 
chronic, moderate, manif ested by irritability, 
temper tantrums, patholOgical resentment, and 
by deep dependency. Treated - unUuproved. 
b. External precipitating stress: moderate. 
Illegitimacy, unfortunate haae situation, 
and head injury. 
c. Premorbid p ersonality and predisposition: 
moderate. Shy, moody, seclusive, feelings 
of inferiority, homosexuality. 
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d. Degree of psychiatric impairment: moderate. 
Summary of Vocational Counseling Planning: The patient was referred 
for vocational counseling and plexming for community placement. He 
was seen several times, during which it was pointed out to him that 
what we were doing was not therapy but an attempt to help him work 
out a concrete plan for breaking his ties with the hospital and 
establishing himself in the community, both from the point of view 
of the job and residence. No definite time ltmit was set. At the 
time an attempt was made to help him with what he felt was his 
problem of loneliness and his feelings of anxiety and panic to 
having to meet both social and employment situations in a cammunity. 
As time went on, the emphasis shifted increasingly to the behavioral 
aspect, to the need by the veteran of definitely taking some posi-
tive action on his own, to weaning himself away from the hosnital. 
Some steps were taken in terms of establishing social contacts and 
preliminary planning for obtaining employment for the veteran at 
a state institution. It was felt that his rather varied back-
ground of work in Physical Medicine Rehab 11 ita tion Service roul d 
mc::,ke him useful in state institutions. 
During this period he resisted counseling stoutly, coming late 
to interviews, trying to reduce the relationship to one of famil-
iarity. He recognized his own resistance to leaving, although he 
verbalized good intentions in this regard. It was also during this 
time that the veteran was involved in several incidents uith other 
patients, during one of which he was beaten up. Another incident 
was one in which he was picked up on suspicion of attempted rape 
in the nearby city. He was quite upset by these incidents but 
nevertheless managed to adjust ~ithout losing more than one day's 
work time. After approximately five months time on the member-
employee program he left his job without prior notification of 
the member-5nployee supervisor and without any apparent reason. 
Part of it may have been a response on his part to generally in-
creased tension and strain. Part of it may have been a manifesta-
tion of his resistance to leaving the hospital since he would be 
faced with total separation within a month. In other words by 
getting into some difficulty he might force the hospital to keep 
him by rehospitalizing him. It was during this period that early 
planning for discharge of the veteran from the member-employee pro-
gram was initiated. It was the opinion of the general staff that 
this veteran should not be readmitted to this hospital when re-
turned to duty, but that definite steps should be taken to separate 
him from service for infraction of employee regulations. 
A conference was also held by the vocational counseling and social 
service departments of the hospital. Job contacts were to be 
pointed out to him, but specific appointments would not be made 
in view of the veteran's very poor employment record and unstable 
adjustment. An appointment was made for the veteran to spea.~ to 
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the social service representative in charge of foster home nlace-
ment. The veteran failed to keep the appointment. Further planning 
was deferred pending the decision of the Medical Rehabilitation 
Board. 
The veteran presents the problem of an individual who has built 
up exces s ive dependence on the hospital. His relationship to the 
hospital is characterized b,y extreme ambivalence. He sees this 
place as a rei'uge, as an area where he can act out his problems 
with authority and with significant personal figures in complete 
safety. His behavior pattern takes the following fonu: He will 
ingratiate huaself with professional staff, get them actively in-
volved in working ' ith him to ard his rehabilitation, do creditable 
work at the hospital so that people feel he is showing a good deal 
of improvement. At the same time he will maintain a pattern of 
alcoholism ~ld marginal adherence to the law. Tension will accumu-
late to the point where in ree.ction to a situation of personal 
stress, either of a homosexual nature or an infraction of the 
rules, he will undo all the improvement by getting involved in 
a serious incident. This will be followed by tremendous fe~lings 
of remorse and guilt, even occasionally an acting out, such as 
an abortive suicidal attempt. These attempts usually result in 
the patient's being rehospitalized and thus protected from having 
to experience what is most painful to him, namely, separation from 
the protective atmosphere of the hospital. During this period, 
he will become very self-condemnatory and remorseful, declaring 
his unworthiness and seeking t o ingratiate himself in ever y way 
possible with professional staff. However , once he is accepted 
and his past transgressions forgiven, the old aggressive pattern 
will re-assert itself. He will react with extreme hostility to 
any situation in which he feels the least bit manipulated. This 
is especially true -.r i th regard to women.. He will l)ecome d.efiant 
concerning his problems and will attempt to re-establish the 
situation of special privileges for himself. Then the pattern 
will repeat itself. In view of these considerations , and the 
resistqnce of the veteran to any program designed to help him 
break 11ith this pattern, it was the feeling of the sta.ff that 
he would not benefit from any further participa tion in either 
the member-employee program or the rehab ilitation program at 
t _1e hospital. In addition this man poses considerable problems 
to the functioning of the member-employee prograra , especially 
in his relations with patients. Although the prognosis is poor, 
although we can expect dramatic attelllpts on the patient 1s part 
to force us to take him back into the hos-pital, it is the staff's 
opinion that he should be discharged as soon as possible from the 
member-employee program into the community without any further 
vocational planning. 
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I Case Summary : A review of the patient's medical folder indicates 
that practically every brand of treatment has been tried with him, 
without success, by just about every professional service at t h e 
patient's f ormer hospital and at Brockton. No type of treatment 
was abl e to forestall the recurrence of the pattern traced above. 
The evidence in the f olders points to the fact that hospitaliza-
t i on has, if anything, intensif ied the patient's problems to the 
point where it affords him a~ excellent sitUation for acting out 
without having to really face responsibility for his actions. 
The warm permis si~e attitude of many p ersonnel had indirectly 
reinforced this pattern rather than helpi ng to ext~nguish it. 
In short, the record indicates that . t his veteran shows definite 
psychopathic trends in connection with inability to control im-
pulses.~~l deviations and alcoholism. There is no indication 
from either test records or interview material to suggest that 
this veteran suffers from a depressive reaction, nor has there 
ever been any overt evidence during his stay at Brock ton of a 
psychotic reaction. 
Case No. 4 
This was the first admission to the Brock ton Ve terans ~dmimist­
r a tion Hosp ital of a 38 year old, white, s ingle male, World ·far 
II ve t eran who VTH S transferred from a large eastern Veterans 
Admin .i.stration Hospital. The uati0nt was regularly cornrrlitted 
and was considered incomnetent on trans f er. The natient, being 
mute di d not present any :personal chief complaint. His transf er 
diagnosis was, "schizophrenic reaction, catatonic type, chronic, 
severe, manifested by extreme :vithdrawal, apathy, retarda tion, 
at t itudinizing, muteness, refusal to eat, with a hi s tory of ideas 
of refe rence and soma tic delus ions." 
History of present illness: The patient's difficulty a~~arently 
dates back to the ueriod of time he was in the Army. After his 
enlis tment, shortly before World War II, he began to show concern 
about his aunearance. He felt his head look ed funr~ and thought 
that t wo bones were growing in his head. \7hile on leave from the 
Army, he had an operation to set the ear s closer to his head. 
Following this, he still was concerned about his appearance and 
f elt tha t he needed another ~las tic operation. He was hospital-
ized and even tually discharged from the service with the diagnosis 
of "psychoneurosis, moderately sever e. 11 He did not adjust in 
the community and was p icked up by the ~alice and hospitalized 
in his own s tate hospital. He received a course of five electro-
shock treatments without noticeable improvement. He was then 
transferred to the Veterans Aroninistra tion Hospital referred to 
above. Later he received ano ther course of ESTs, this time shaw-
l ing some improvement. He was discharged within a short time. 
I He did not make a good community adjustment however, and received 
'I a few ES Ts on an out-patient basis. He was again readmitted and 
I 
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given ano ther series of ten ESTs, showing marked improvement. He 
was gra.nt ed "9ri vileges and transferred to a semi-privileged ward. 
A few months later, the patient appeared pale and weak and he was 
sent to the infirmary for a s tudy, where it was learned that he 
was suffering from anemia due t o iron deficiency. He relapsed 
into a catatonic state and ate very poorly. He was given more 
ESTs and showed marked improvement. This improvement was short-
lived however , and he was then given a series of ISTs, receiving 
fifty-two in all. This treatment also resulted in no beneficial 
cha.~e. About two years prior t o transfer to BroCkton, the nat-
i ent became mute, and his ~ating habits were not good. At the 
ttme of transfer to Brockton, he was still mute but was seen to 
nod his head when \7anting to say 11yes" and usually making no 
gestures when the answer was negative. 
Past Hi s tory: The patient was born in 1919. The family history 
is essentially non-contributory. The patient 's early develop-
ment was said to be not unusual. The pa t ient graduated from 
grammar school after being forced t o repea t one year. He then 
joined the CCCs. His adjustment in that situation wasn't part-
icularly good, the ~atient getting intofrequent fights. At one 
time, the patient was hit on tha head and the pa t ient has attempt-
ed to trace ba~ his faulty memory to that incident. Following 
his discharge from the CCCs, he worked at various odd jobs ,but 
his work record has been rather poor. He enlisted in the Army 
shortly before World War II and was sent to Hawaii. Even though ~e 
disliked Army life, he adjusted to it quite well and attained th 
rank of Sergeant. Two years later, the patient began to develop 
concern about his facial configuration. Tho stepmother was con-
tacted by social service in regard to eventual return to the home. 
She expressed dissatisfaction with any plan whereby the patient 
would live in her t wo-bedro om apar tment. She ex-olained that she 
is very nervous, the patient's father comes into the home under 
the infl ':.l nc of alcohol, and she does not feel the.t arzy- workable 
plan co·uld be made tha t would include the natient in the home. She 
felt that the pa tient was not k~eping himself clean, would sit and 
stare out of the window, and didn 1t t alk. He apparently did like 
to go f i shing at times and made very few friends,usually preferring 
to pick a spo~ where he would be alone. 
Course at Brockton: On the ward, the ua t ient continued to remain 
mute throughout, except for an occasional 11 yes 11 with a prompt re-
action of surprise and the ulacing of his hand over his mouth on 
a fevr occasions when answering an aide early in t he morning. The 
patient continue d. to show some reluctance to eat at first butthis . 
gradually improved as did his aupearance and his attention to the 
cleanlines s of his clothes. He was very cooperative on the ward 
11 and was later assigned to Hospital Industries . He worked steadily 
on the laUL~dry truck as a helper, accepting and understanding his 
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instruc t ions well . Eventually he knew his job well and required no 
supervision to accomplish his assigned tasks. The natient was nre-
sented at a staff conference and it was agreed that-- he would be . 
considered as a future member-employee with the possibility of 
eventual outside placement since the home sitU8.t ion is not favorable 
!1 at the present time. The patient showed great interest in this 
~rogram, was able t o goout on pass several times and handled the 
pass privilege quite well. He continued to remain mute althol~h 
it was agreed that he did show evidence of increas ed interest in 
his surroundings and personal a-opeara.nce. 
Later he was presented to the member-employee board, approved by 
same, and placed on trial visit as a member-employee. He was as-
signed. to the laundry truck detail. 
Diagnosis: a. Schizophrenic reac tion , catatonic type, chronic, 
severe , manife s ted by withdra\val, apathy, retard-
ation and mu.teness . 
b. External precipitating stress: No unusual one known. 
c. Presisposition: Schizoi d personality. 
d. Degree of inca~acity: Severe. 
Af ter three months it was noted that the ]:atient continued towork 
fairly well as a member-employee. He cont inued mute but does com-
municate in writing. Arranganents have been made and social service 
is considering this pat ient for eventual placement in a foster home, 
since it is felt that this should be the next s t ep in his re-
habil itation. The patient was readmitted to the hospital in order 
that he might have a :f'u.ll year t:Ha.l visi t if necessary in the 
Proposed foster home. Social service contacted the father and 
brother in regard to the plan of having the patient live in a 
foster home. They had also been seen by social service in regard 
to the patient's member-employee status. At that time they had 
shown little understanding of the patient's illness or limita tions. 
They felt that when the pat ient could demonstrate that he could 
talk , work , and earn a living like th~~. then and only then, woul c 
he be welcomed into the household. Stepmother also expressed 
that the patient's present condition could not be tolerated as she 
is nervous herself and the patient 's hanging around and not speak-
ing would be more than she could tolerate. 
The patient was also seen mro1y times in regard to his feelings 
about l eaving the hsopital and going to a fost er home. The several 
aspects of family care were described. Finally he wrote some notes 
indicating his interest and 11 reminding 11 tho worker that it was 
11 up to the decision of his guardian. 11 'I'he patient himself went 
hom~e and explained the foster home care program. Brother accepted 
it after some discussion, but the patilnt request~ed that the worker 
speak to his f~ther personally. A visit was made t o the home, at 
which t ime the f _ther sa id that the patient should come home since 
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there was plenty of_ room. At the same time that father is saying he 
wants the pa tient, the stepmother is saying that he could not pos-
sibly come home because of the way he sleeps in her clean beds .with 
his clothing and shoes on, because of his refusal to wash himself 
and her fear of him. The stepmother r efused to stay in the same 
house with him. 
"' Father's attitude toward the patient 1s asocial behavior was one of 
bewilderment and annoyance, whereas the stepmother 's reaction is 
that the patient is not right and belongs in the h spital. Father . 
agreed t o come to Brockton and discuss the matter of a foster home 
placement with the social worker. An apnointment was also made f or 
father to see the patient 1s doctor to discuss the plan in terms of 
what it would mean to the patient. During father's visit he did 
no t request to see the physician and accepted the foster home care 
plan ~nmediately. 
I~nediately prior to placement, the patient 's father came to the 
hospital to make final arrangaments. Proceeding the placement there 
had been several visits to the foster home: (1) afternoon, (2) over-
night, (3) three days, (4) sevQn days . In each instance the patient 
indicated his desire to return. 
Social service continued to keep in contact with the foster home 
after the placement . When first placed, the patient would stand 
behind the door in his bedroom but the foster mother handled this 
by asking where the patient was using his first name. The patient 
had b~en able to accen t visitors t o the home and in time was coming 
to the table to have a snack or meal with them. He also expressed 
an interest in helping with holiday decorations. The patient's 
father visited the home and was satisfied and pleased with the home 
and the patient 's adjustment. 
1~e vocational counseling department had arranged for a job for the 
patient but this proved to be beyond his capacities. The foster 
mother and the patient had several disturbing incidents which she 
handled vcrywell . The patient had secreted a week's supply of 
urine and feces soaked clothing. Af ter a quiet discussion during 
which the fos ter mother reaffirmed her interest in the patient, her 
desire to have him in her home, but the ne~d for cooperation on his 
part, the problem was solved for the patient did not repeat this 
behavior again. 
One of the factors clearly pointed up in the patient's adjustment 
was his relationship to his father. Father made a visit to the 
foster home in the f oster mother's absence and told the patient that 
the cost of foster care was excessiYe and the patient would have to 
find a job or return to his own home. The patient's reaction to 
this was to become depressed, close himself up in his bedroQm and 
losehis appetite. Father continued to visit and asl~d that the 
th r was pl nty of r oom. At the same time tbat f ather h saying he 
· ant s t h patient; the stepmoth r is s ayi ng that h could not poa-
albl y com home because of the way he ale•p• 1n her olean bfds w1 th 
his clothing and shoes on, becaus of his re~tsal to ~ sh himself 
and hor :fear of him. The step:noth r r fused t o stay in th same 
house wl th him. 
Fa ther's attitude t oward tho pati ent 's asocial behavior w.s one ot 
b wild rment and annoyance , wher e s the stopmothor's react ion is 
that the pati nt 1s not right and belongs in the hcumital. :rather 
agreed t o come to Brockton and discuss t he matter o-l a t.oet r home 
placement wi th th aooial orker. An appointment waa also de for 
father to tee the patient'* doctor to dbeuta the pl an in terms of 
what 1t would mean to the pat ient. ~ri~ tather 1s visit ho did 
no t r~uts t to see the physician and accepted. tile foster hoae eare 
pl an ~ed1attly. 
Irmn•di ately prior to placement, the patient's father eeJDe to the It 
hospi tal to make f inal arrangements . Preceedlng the nlacement there 
had been s•veral visits t o the foster hom : (1) aft rnoon, (2) over-
night . (3) ~hret daTI, (4) seven daft. ln each ins t ance the patient 
i ndicated his desire to return. 
Social eerviee continued to k eep 1n con tact ..t th the to ter home 
after the plactment. When first placed, the at i ent would stand 
behind the door in his bedf'oorn bUt the foster mother handled this 
by asking where the patient was 'WiiDg hie :f'1rat name. 1Jh patient 
had been able to acc•p t visit ors to the home and 1n t1me "Waa coming 
to the table to hav• a 11nack or m•al wi th them. He also express d 
an i nteres t in helping "With holiday decor t1on.s. ~e patient'• 
tather visi ted the home and was aat 1s:f'ied and pleased wi th the home 
and the pa t tent•a adJus tment. 
The voc tiona! couneeH.ng department had arranged for a 3ob tor t he 
patient but this proved to be beyond hit capaci t ies. The foster 
mother and the patient had several dist"U.rl1ng incid.enh which she 
handled veeywell. 'lbe patient had secreted a week.'• tuppl;r of 
urine and feces s oaked clothinft. After a .uiet diamJ.•slon during 
which the fos ter mother rea:f'fb med her in el"ed t in the patient, her 
desire to haTe him in her home. but the n•ed f or cooperation on hie 
put, the probl.m was solved fot" the patient di d not r epea t thit 
behavior again. 
One of th• fadtore cl•arly pointed up in the patient• s adjus tment 
was his relat ionship to hit father • . !ather made a vi ~it to the 
foster horne in the f os ter mothe:r1s abaenc• a:nd told the patient that 
th• cos t of to. ter care wu excualve and the patient would bav• to 
f ind a Job or return to his own home. 1be patient's. reaction to 
this wa.e to bectae depretaed, close hlrns•lf up in hie b droan and 
loeehia ap etite. lather continned to T1s1t and as~d th t th• 
patient return with htm to their own homo. He agreed tha t the sten-
mother did not want the patient but he was inclined to override this 
obj ection as unimportant. 
The social worker pointed out to father the adverse effects of his 
visits ~pon the pat ient and strongly roco~n~nded that the f ather 
r a isehis objections with social service rather than in his contacts 
with the foster home. The father agreed with suggested plans verb-
ally. However, three months after placement it was necessary to have 
the uatient leave the foster home. The father had visited regular-
ly a,..>J.d the vis its consisted of re"9eated que s tions as to whether or 
not the pat ;i.ent (1) wanted to go home, (2) liked the foster home, 
(3) was getting enough to eat. The ~nd result of the father's 
visit would be that the patient would be upset for t wo or thre 
days ;ith the result tha.t he would lo se his appetite,withdraw to 
his room and be slovenly in his toilet habits. Aft er about three 
days, the patient would improve and again resume intere st in th 
foster home , but within a few days, the father would again visit 
and the process would be repeated. 
Considerable work was done rith bo th the father and stepmother but 
th fath~r ' s guilt was such that he could not tolerate the nati.ent' s 
living apart from the home. It was finally felt ther apeutically 
advisablo to permit the patient to return homo and t o work closely 
with tho family during this time , with the goal of having the father 
work more positively in future treatment planning for t he patient. 
There wert1 many inherent weaknesses in the family homlil such as 
(1) the Pati~nt 1 s faar of father, (2) fath(;) r 1 s guilt abaut the 
pathnt,- which causes htm to be punishing and unrealistic,(5) shp-
moth r' s fear of the pat ient and her reluctanco to hav him ... n the 
ham&. Sincg it was felt that the pati nt 1s father would request 
readmission of the patient into the hospital within a short ttme, 
the social service depar tment felt it advisable to ha.ve thlil hospital 
vrorker continuo her activity in the case. 
Case l-4'o. 5 
The patient i s a thirty-nina year old divorced white male, v t ran 
of World War II, who was transferred t o :Brockton from a state 
hospital in southern New England. He was a committed patient 
carrying the diagnosis of "schizophrenic r. action, simple tY?e. 
alcoholisra , service-connected f or schizophrenic reaction." 
Present illness: Tho first kno•vn evidence of mental illness oc-
curred whilo the patient was in Euro~ during World War II after 
working as a hospital corpsman . The ~tient had been inactive f or 
some time before this and had had a questionable injury, although 
no record was ever found of this. His army career had been un-
successful, wi th several AWOLs. He had already begun to drink 
excessively. He made a vory uoor post-war adjustment, drank 
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almost continuously, worked only short periods, and frequently becam 
tremulous. He married one night while intoxicated and never saw the 
woman after the first night. He was subsequently divorc&d. H~ was 
admi t tild to a Veterans Adminis t ration Hospital for trQatment of 
"anxiety reaction and cirrhosis of the liver. 11 Two months later h e 
was transferred to the stab mental hos-pital. Later whilil on trial 
visi t h e was discharged. from the hospi tal rolls agains t advice. 
The pa tient's mother died and hG de teriorated f urther, with incrilased 
irritability associated with more excessive drinking. He was re-
hos~italizGd on t he family's comolaint, treated on the open ward 
as an alcoholic, and was given a work assignment under supervision. 
He then w nt on trial visit after a short t~e but within t welve 
days had returned, intoxicated. At this t ime h e was given antabuse 
and the privileges associated wi t h this treatment. 
Af ter a f ew mont hs he returned home for six days, drank the '"'hole 
time, becamil antagonistic and assaultive toward his father, and was 
r eturne d to t he hospital. He immeo.i a tely adjusted to the hosp ital 
situat ion, as he had on all previous occasions, and. was t ransferred 
to this hospital. The -patient behaved entirely lik e the usual al-
coholic, with superficial insight, and an avowed det ermination to 
make a new start e>..nd n8ver to drink again. There was no evidenco 
at any ttme during any hospitalization of psychotic thinking. His 
memory was unimpaired, and ho always adjusted well to full privil eges 
within th~ hospital situation. Psychological evaluation revealed 
no evidence of p sychosis. Liver function s tudies also ruled out 
the ~ossibili ty of liv"er disease which had been mentioned during 
ear 1 ier hospitalization. 
Mcmber-~ruploy&Q status for this patient was discuss ed and aPoroved, 
but the n~tient immediately indulged in several AWOLs. alwaY-s be-
came intoxicat ed, and member-employee status was never achiev8d. 
On th; open ward , the uatient reuea tedly returned int oxicated from 
.AWOLs and in every case he was belligerent and was f inally hosni tal-
ized exclusivdy on a closed vard. He was discharg d five mont hs 
af ter admission to Brockt on as be ing not psychotic . Diagnosis at 
that time was still carried as an:x:i~ty reaction, manif ested by 
habitua tion to alcohol. llffinediately aft~r his discharg from th8 
I! 
hospita~. the ~atient s t a rted to drink because he had difficulti es I 
with his family, he stated, and he was tir&J. of doing nothing. The 
patient claimed tha t he had no difficulty for seven months, however 
he was hospitalized four months a f ter discharge from Brockton. He 1 
was admitted to the state hospital where ho remained until his 
transfer again to Brockton. 
Past his t ory: There were no kno m psychiatric det erminants in the 
patient's past his t ory. Following his mother's death, the pa t ient's 
drinking became more severe and his "acting out" also less controlled. 
Difficulties were furth Gr i ncreased wh~n his father remarried, 
apparently not very long after tho d8ath of the mother. There are 
l 
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four sisters known, non~ of whom will have anything to do with the 
pati~nt because of his drinking and his uncontrollable behavior and 
irritability when d~nk. 
Course in hospital: The patient was not intoxicahd nor had hG been 
r~cently intoxica ted before admission. Again, there were no psychotic 
manif~stations whatsoever. The uat i ent was evasive in giving his 
history, and in a t least on~ case was untt~thful in giving the length 
of t~e he had made a good adjustment. Family contacts indicate 
that drinking was a severe problem during the entire four mon ths he 
was ou t of the hospital. The ~at iont was assigned to th print shop 
for the entirQ day and givan work privileges. Aft&r he had be~n in 
th hospital abou~ three weeks he requisted a week-end ~ass. The 
requirements for hi s behavior were specifically stated. The patient 
was strongly advised against taking advantage of the pass so pre-
maturely, but when he insist~d tl~t ha could tolerate the pass and 
would under no conC!.i t ions go near his home town or near his familyr.,_ 
he was allowed to go with the expectation that he would not do well. 
The expectations were more than realized when h~ was brought back 
by the police from his home t0\7ll at an early morning hour, overdue 
from his pass, in an intoxicated condition and quite uneontrollabl e. 
He remained very surly,blamed th~ hospital for all his difficulties, 
and was extremely unplease~t for about three or four days. He then 
returned to his former hospital status, cooperated compl tely in the 
hospital program, and resumed his good work habits, although without 
privileges. 
Diagnos~ a. Passive aggressive personality, passive aggressive 
type, chronic, severe, manifest~d by alcoholic 
0pisodes with assaultiven ss, poor judgment, severe 
de~end~ncy, excessive and unreasonable demands. 
b. External precipitating stress -mild. Inability to 
adjust to military life. 
c. Predisposition - none lcnown. 
d. Degree of impairment - mild. 
Recomm~ndations' I nitiate plans for early t rial visit, discont-
inuance of commitment, and followed by in~adiate discharge from 
trial visit. 
Social service contacts: The patient's father, brothers, and 
married sistilrs were contacted and made it 1mo1m that they would 
not accept any resuonsibility for the patient in terms of discharge 
planning. He had b8en living in a hotel but often came to the 
relatives home while intoxicat~d. demanding to be admitt~d. The 
relatives were int er es ted in the patient to the ext~nt that he 
remain away from them. They all admit t ed that in the past , they 
had atte~ted t o halp him wi t h jobs, getting living quarters, 
money, etc. They were all of the op inion that they had their own 
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femilies to worry about and were no longer in a position to help. 
Case No. 6 
The patient was a&nit t ed to BroCkton as a transfer from a state 
hospital. He is a thirty-onQ yQar old, single,white male veteran 
of World War II. He serv~d in th Army for approximat~ly eighteen 
months when he was discharged to i~he state hospital with a diagnosis 
of 11 dementia praecox" . Patient is on a universal commitment and has 
a guardian, namoly his father. 
History of mental illness: The patient 's u res ent illness auparently 
began in 1938 wh~n he was enrolled at a large eastern college . Al-
though he had always been a nervous person prior to that tim~ . he 
had been able to make a fairly goo d. adjustment . When his illness 
started, he did not get along well with students, professors, or 
administrators. He was nersistent and annoying and shoued much 
pressure of speech and perfonnance . His behavior was such that it 
was nocessary that h withdraw from the university. Following this 
he was not able to hold a steady job and worked f or only short 
periods at various odd jobs until t he t ime h e enlisted into the 
service. 
The pati ent has had a long series of admissions to mental hospitals 
beginning wi ~h the state hospital at tha time he was discharged 
from the Army. · As mentioned above, he was trans ferred directly to 
the state hospital from the Army and remained there for twenty days. 
At this time his diagnosis was 11 adul t maladjustment." Then f ollowed 
six short hospitalizat ions a t various city and state mental hospitals, 
the longes t being the last, for six months . Patient thon remained 
out of t he hospital f or ei gh teen months ,at which time he work d as 
a laborer. He was then readmitted to a state hosp ital for about on 
year. Pr evious diagnoses had bl£\en "mixed psychoneurosis." The 
most recent diagnosis was "dementia praecox, simpl e type." He 
remained out of the hospital for a few months and th<m as~d f or 
readmission voluntarily, having expressed suicidal i deas. During 
his v r ious hospitalizations. the pat ient r~c ~ ived considerable 
treatment. He received a course of el Gct roshock treatments , a long 
course of thir ty-two insulin shock treatments combined with seven 
el ectroshock treatments. L~ter he had another s er ias of t wenty 
electroshock treatments but showed litt l e . if any , i mprovement. 
following any of the somatic therapi s . 
Past and family history: The pa t i ent was an only child. His mother 
had a r a t her diff icult delivery and apparently always had a very 
over-protective att itude toward hi~ He was not allowed a gr at 
deal of freedom to nlay with the oth er children and spent most of 
h is t ime studying. Although h e was aluays described as a nervous 
child, no neuro t ic t raits were noted and it wa.s fc l t that he dev-
eloped normally . He was noted to be quick-temper ed throughout hi s 
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life. .Tho mo ther was des cribed as a domina t ing person and r a ther 
slop1;y about the housil . She is very preoccupied with church work 
and lack ing in unders tanding of the pat i ent 1s _ roblcm~. Th e father 
is also described as having lit t l e insight int o the probl~s of his 
son. 
Course in hospital: Tho mental sta tus of this pat ient at the time 
of admission to Brockton r eveal ed a tall, slightly obese, full-
faced mal e ho was in excellent con tact. He vas neat in habit and 
appear ance. He was res t less, easily agitated and gesticulated 
fr Qquently . He was unable to t ol erate the slightest fru.s tration and 
became hostile and som what threatoning at the l w.ast provocat ion. 
He showed considerable pressure of speech,talking rapidly, initiating 
conversation and rambling on in a loose :fashion. Hoa had a tendency 
to be philosophical, constant ly t rying to oxplain himself and 
apologize for his behavior. He frequently complained that he was 
at a loss for words and fel t tlu, t h had to say things 11 just so. u 
He exnrcos d no delusions, hallucinations, or actual ideas of' 
refer e cG. How~ver he had a tendoncy to be suspicious and was very 
preoccupi ed '"lith his v~ rious philoso:nhical theories about his re-
lationships with othar people. Intellect'llal fU11ction was intact 
and showed the nathmt to be of rather su_r.;> erior intclligQnce. He 
had some superficial insight into his condition and this insight 
was at an int ellectual level. Judgment seemed to be som(i hat im-
paired in tha t h~ did not fully realize his situation. 
The pa t i ent 11as s cen t ·rice weekly i n individual therapy . Du.ring 
his s es s ions h~ was extremel y anxious and t ense, constantl y t r i d 
t o dominat~ the intervie'l7s and becBlll~ some,7hat involved in his 
feelings f or the therapist. He showed a gr ea t need o ~ being accep ted 
as a ~ rson and r esented his position as a pat i n t in the hospital. 
H~ cons t antly str dlvc to IIlake an int~llectual adjustment and to 
avoi d any discussion of his sexual problems. He sai d that he 
ne ~ded cont rol and he expr essed f ear tha t ho lose cont.rol of him-
self if he got involved in the discussion of his intimate probl~s . 
At the time of this summary , t he ua t ient has shovm some improvement . 
He is still easily frus t rated and irritable, and annoying to t hose 
on th~ vard. He still demands a great decl of a t tention a~d r -
assurance, but he is unable to handle his problans at a verbal 
level and does not act out t o th srune extent that he did in the 
past. Hi s thiru(ing was somewhat more coherent. He had considerably 
mor~ insight into his condition and his judgment seemed to be im-
Proved. At the time of discharf!:e he Yras still incompct~nt finan-
cially beca~se he had a guardian who was appointed prior to ad-
mission here. 
~iagnosi3: a. Schizophrenic reaction, chronic, undiff erentiated, 
manifes ·ted by emotional instability, disturbanc8 in 
thinking , l ack of insight, and some1vhat impaired. 
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judgment. Improved. 
b. Prcdispos i tion: Marked numerous previous attacks; 
lif~long history of being uns table and quick-
tempGred. 
Disposi tion: S~ant on ninety- day t rial visit on March 12 , 1955 in 
custo¢1 of his father. 
Case No . 7 
Th ~ uati~nt was aronitted to th~ first V@teran 1s Administration 
hospital dirQctly from the Army. F~nily history was meagr~ but was 
nogative for mental illness as far as ~as known. The , a tient was 
born in tho Uni ted States but was taken to Italy at an early age 
by his parents and attended school there. By the t ime he was four-
teen years of age he had completed only the second grade. He can-
not write En!':lish and speaks it poorly. Th.~ inf ormation rilgarding 
the age at which he returned to the Unihd Stabs is not clear. 
After coming t o this count ry he worked in a factory and was in-
duct~d from this job shortly after the ·beginning of World War II. 
Iii thin a y ar h was hospitaliz rid in slirvice for malaria, at whi ch 
ttmQ he bagan to hear voices. He was finally dischargod froo th 
service with a diagnosis of ":psychosis with mental defichncy." 
On admission to the hospital it was noted that he did not want to 
givo up his personal property such as clo~1ing, to th~ hospital 
authorities and was reluctant to stay in th~ hospital at all. He 
was res tless on the ward, poorly accessible, P€rplexed and aDpre-
hensive. He attempted to leav th~ group while enroute to the mess 
hall and wanted to go homG. It was nocessary to place him under 
close su~ervision as a potential ~lop~r • 
. At the time h~ was -prilsented for f inal diagnostic staff conference, 
approximately a month aftlir admission, .. he pre s,mted himself as one 
who spoke very little , most of t he time being mut e , was apprehen-
sive , timid and almost compl etely inaccessible. At times ho bQcame 
almost l achrymose and at other times hG smiled broadly and ven 
laughed in a silly manner. No hallucinations or delusions could 
be elicited. Insight and ju~ent were pr actically nil. He shook 
his head when asked i f there was any t hing wrong with his mind, 
rop<»ated ov~r and over that hil wantod to go homG and wantild his 
discharge. It was impossible t o test his int~lligence and knowledge 
of current evilnts. He refused to answer most questions, at times 
stating, "Ev~rything is in tho paper. " 
On the ward he was stmple childish and in poor contact. a" dilmanded 
his money and his dischar€Je, stating that hG was old enough to tab 
care of hims4illf. His sist~r requilsted tr ial vi s it f or him. In 
view of the question as to whether his sister was a suitable person 
to supervise him, :pre-parole social investigation was requested. 
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The reyort was favorable in that both the sister and a former landlady 
were willing to have th~ patient livQ with them. The sister f~lt that 
the patient had always bean stingy and seclusiv~. He did not go out 
with girls and had a considerable sum of mon~y saved. 
During the tr i al visit period, h~ worked in a mill, making a fairly 
good adjustment until he was reported to have thr~at~n~d a small boy 
who liv~d in the same building. He had b~~n out of the hospital for 
just one y~ar. His hospital adjustment subsequent to the r eturn from 
trial visit has been marked by occasional impulsiveness, noisey and 
and disturbed b~havior, overtalkative, resistive and resent~u 
attitudes, ate. On one occasion he attemptgd suicide. Shortly be-
fore his transfer to Broclcton he was qui t e inactive on the ward ex-
cept for his g~es of chess with the other pat ients and m~ber of the 
staff. The pati~t ap~eared to enjoy winning which was the usual 
outcome of the contests. 
On admission to Brockton he ~as quiet. fairly clean, somawhat obese 
and rather inactive. He refused to speak Engl ish but seemed ablo 
t o understand and obeyed instructions given ~~uring intorvhlws with 
the staff milffibers . Affect was flat and childish. Ho ap:r;:>eared to be 
in poor contact, being only :r;:>art ially oriented. He spent most of 
his time of the ward,lying on the floor, playing cards by hL~self 
or doing jig-saw puzzles. He frequently mumbl5d to himself, wrote 
letters in Italian and refused to sp~ak English. For this reason 
he was difficult to evaluah accurately. The patient was assigned 
to Physical Medicine but often r fused to leave the ward. When hlil 
did, it rGquirlild a grQat deal of persuasion. He was not at all 
sociable with the other patiGnts who usually i gnored him because he 
mumbl ed in a foreign language . He liked to play with water and often 
went into the latrinli where hli flushed the comrnodlils rr..peatedly. 
~~~n assigned to details it is nlicessary to watch him since h~ wanders 
off, returning to the ward. He was allowed to return to his home 
on fifteen day leaVGS of absence on scvGral occasions. He appQar d 
to make a fairly good adjustment although thli ~tient 1 s f ather ad-
mitted that he was idlQ for the most 1Jart . Hti did wash the dishes 
occasionally and did a few othlilr household chor'ils. While at :Brockton 
it was noted that his mental condition rgmainGd much the same, with 
perhaps slight improvement as a result of frliquwnt homQ visits. 
Diagnosis: a. MGntal defici~ncy, i diopathic, with psychotic r9action, 
manifested by unpredictablti behavior, confiusion, 
incohlirency and hallucinatory phenomlilna. 
b. External T_.>rccipitati:ng stress - unknown. 
c. Predisposition - unknown. 
He was assigned to corrective therapy, noting that he requirlid in-
dividual rather than group t reatr.1•nt as he hnded to be uncooperative 
unless continuously ur~ed. Trliatment was given with the objectivQs 
of increasing socialization and reducing his bodily weight. The 
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patient stated that he hated exercis~ and would go to the activity 
only und~r prot~st. He was also assigned to th~ la~dry d~tail to 
pQrmi t him t o make a contribution to the hospital community. The 
patient stated that he liked this typ e bott er than outsid~ d~tails 
but he was not an gnthusi~ stic workar. Since the pati~nt would not 
cooper abt for mental tests, the psycholog ist played cards with the 
patient and had a difficult tima holding his own in several card 
games requiring som~ though t and planni ng . It was felt that the 11 
pathnt was of at 14last dull-normal inhlligenc~ and possibly of 
normal int~lligance. In view of the quick responsiveness social 
alertness, verbal fluence (Italian), and dGmonatration of quick-
thinking, it was felt that the diagno s is of mental deficiency was 
questionable. 
~ben the patient was placed on trial visit four mon ths after admis-
sion t o Brockton, the social s~rvice r~port on his homi adjustment 
noted that the natient made a minimal adjustment but did not pr esent 
any s erious probl~ns in the community. He was i r r itable at tim s 
with his family and resented advice or criticism, but for the most 
part has been able to confo~n to their routine. He was less with-
drawn than when in the hospital and conversed with members of his 
f amily. H~ occasionally attends social functions at tho local 
Italian Club. He has axhioited unusual behavior at times. On one 
occasion he visited several banks l ooking for his money which he 
f~lt was being kOlpt from him and lat~r h~ inq_uirad at various 
gasoline stations about a machin~ which would make him tall~r and 
thinner. His family had some und¥Jrstandi:ng of the pa t i ent's ill-
n~ss and were anxious to h~lp him but it ra~ined doubtful as to 
how long thi}y riould keeip him if his condition did not improv.::: . The 
f~nily sta t ed that the patient coul d read , spealc and understand 
English well. In answer to th~ social worker 's qu~s tions , how~ver, 
he mumbled incoher ently. In spit e of the poor r~sponso from the 
natiCint it was nlannliid to continue Sliioing him wi th the hone that he ~vill bii1gin to u.ilderstand the social worker's rolein t erms"' ot her than 
someone who would be returning him t o the hospital. Social servic e 
also nl anned to continue working with the family to increase t heir 
under~tanding of his illness so t hat they will be bett or able to 
h~lp him readjust to the community. 
The soc~ worker al so discussed the ~uestion of the patiliint's 
intellectual ca~acity about which th~re was much confus ion. They 
statod that he att~mded school until h e was thir t elin at which t ime 
ha l eft to go t o >vork. This was not unusual in Italy. While in 
school he received above-aver age marks and did not repeat any grades . 
In adcli tion to a good command of the Italian language , he can read, 
speak and wri te English well. After leaving school h e worked regul-
arly in a relative's store until he was eighte~n, at which time h e 
came to the United States to find a better job. The family had 
litt l e inf ormation subsequ~n t to this tL~ t il they joined him in 
this country after World War II. 
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D~spitc the long separation, they app~ared to hav~ considerabl~ 
f~~ling for the VQt~ran and hQ s~em~d to b~ very LTUch contented in 
th~ homo. 
Six months after trial visit bogan, the patient was soen by th~ 
polico of his town ringing doorbolls. making incohoront r~marks 
when peopl~ answerod , peering in windows at night, and a-pnearing 
to b~ a "prowbr. n In viliw of the pat hnt 1 s minimal level of ad-
justment as indicat~d by trial visit reports from social service, 
V~hran 1 s Administration regional off ice, and the above indicat ions 
that his rdativos were not providing him wi th adlilquate supervision, 
it was rocormn~nded by social servic~ at Brockton that the patient 
be returned to the hospital. 
In loss than a month, the pationt was again placed on trial visit 
at the paront 1s requost. He was mod~rahly disturb01d at homo f or 
the first week and made excgssive d~ds on his parents for service. 
He insis ted on certain foods and on having his meals served at odd 
hours of tho day. HQ retaliated against his sis ter s for teasing 
him by ~xpectorating on the living-room floor. He then set t l d 
dovm and was less disturbed un t il the social worker made a visit. 
He r~s~nted the VetQran 1 s Administration and thG worker and refused 
to speak to him. The patient's mother and father encouraged him to 
speak to 'Ghe worker but they were told to say nothing. VThile tho 
worker was present th~ patient spoke sharply in Italian, addressing 
all his r~marks to his parents. 
Daily rout-ine consisted of playing cards with his f e.ther who was 
unemploy-~d at the time and going for walks in the park. He no longer 
fr~quented the local club nor did he stay out late at night. After 
su-cmer h~i . watch~c- television went to bed by 8:00 P. M. Th~re were 
no- complaints from the neighbors or the polic~ about his activi tios' 
nor was there any res t;rainr: t or constant supervision. The parents 
were very tolerant with the ~- ti ent and preferred to have him at 
homo rather than in the hospital. Because the father was at home 
at this time , it undoubtedly helped and relioved the mother's 
anxiety about her son. The :parents were the only contact that the 
work~r had with the patient and it was felt that it would be some 
time before the patient could be reached on a diroct verbal level. 
Case 1-To. 8 
This Patient is a thirty-five year old, white divorced male. who 
was t;ansforred to the ]rockton Veteran's Administration Hospital 
from a state hospital. The tr&nsfer diagnosis was "schizophrenic 
reaction, sch!izo-affectiv~ t ype." Tho "f.l3. 'cient is not service 
connectea .• 
Present illness: The patient statos that he was hospitalized at 
the state hospital in 1951 because his mother had called a private 
-= 
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~hysician whom th~ patient had b~~n sewing earli~r on an out-patient 
basis, The patient's understanding of his hospitalization was that 
his phys ician thought that electroshock therapy might break up the 
pattern of behavior that the patient had b~en following of drinking 
and not be ing abl~ to f inish anyt hing that he started. The physidan's 
referral s ta tes that the patient had becom~ increasingly schizoid 
since the war, and th~re appeared to be an und~rlying schizophr nic_ 
trend. The patient was hospitalized and ',:,hen cormnittfild in October, 
1951. There was no information in the patient's record which in-
dicates tha reason for commit tment. ElectroshoCk therapy was b~ 
but discontinued af ter two treatm~nts becaus~ of back pain and 
X-ray evidonce of two compression f r acturQs. The initial indica-
tion of maladjustm~nts w~ra present duri~~ the time the patient 
attend~d a call~~ prepatory school, in which institution he 
gambled excessively. Whil - at coll ege he had frequency and 
polyuria, partial impotency, modere>_te drinking and self-conscious-
ness, par t iculary in cr owds . He was at the same t ime an excellent 
student and ac t ive social and athletically. While in the Marine 
Corps , in which he served,from short ly aft er Pearl Harbor to 
shor t ly after the end of World War II, the f requency of urination 
continued. The n atient gambled and drank excessively and dlilveloned 
symptoms of anxi~ty for the first t ime. He also described some -
e-pisod~s of difficulty in breathing, weakness and pal :p i ta.tions of 
the heart while in the Marine Corps. ~fue nature and typ~ of 
s~rvic~ he saw was in an administra tive position in the Pacific 
Theahr. He was not .in combat. The symptoms d~scribed immediately 
above were r~lieved by alcohol. The patient sta tes that he began 
to s e~ his psychiatrist at his f a ther's requ~st about six weeks 
bef ore his ini t ial hospitalization. He attended sessions irr~gular­
l y . H~ was allegedly too disturbed t o continuo on an out-patient 
basis and was theref ore hospitalized with the chief syeyptoms of 
anxiety, depr Jssion and moderate drinking . Psychological t~sts 
describe a passive- dependent character struct~·Q, conf licts of 
polymorphous sexual impuls~s and aggr ess ive impulses and fear of 
being involved emotionally with anyone . He was seen by a staff 
psychiatris t three times a week f or about ten weeks. 
Prior to hospitalization and f ollowing discharge from the service, 
the pa t i ent worked in a bank f or a few months in a posi t ion obta ined 
by his father, and then worked for nine months for the federal 
govornment, quitting f or unclarif ied reasons. He then went to art 
school f or several yea.rs ,marriwd a fellow art student and later 
became an insurance underv~iter. Shortly after t he patient was 
hospi talized , his wif~ divorc ed him. This caus~him to feel rest-
less and he continu~d to fu·ink excessively. He worked in a machine 
shop f or a time but was unabl e to continue at the job because he 
was not able to maintain his int~rest in the job. 
Past history: The pat i ~nt in an only child of a father who is 
describ~d as very emotional, and who is ·excessivoly attached to the 
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patient. The f ather is f ur th er d"scri beid as a succ~ssful ~quipmi)nt 
r epair s!)il cia list who is rath~ar dis t i nguish ed-look i ng and who t akes 
s ome p r ide in h is appearance . The f ather b clit t l &s thli p ati~nt and 
compares him dispar ag ing ly to o th er more successf ul progeni Qs . It 
app ears t he t th~ f a ther is concer ned about h is son's maladjustment, 
more b~caus e i t is a s tigma than b ecaus Q his son might be unhappy. 
1n~ mother is describe d as be i ng a f or ceful, dynamic woman, who is 
thli domina ting f orcil in t h e f amily. Shil is cold , unemo t ional, 
u ndemons t r a tivg, a g ood ma.nege r and t h il s t abilizing "orc~a in the 
hu sband. 
ln~ Dat i ent 1s wife a pp ears to be a provoca tive individu al who s&ems 
t o deligh t in r ecount ing h~r sexual escapadils while thil patient 
listens passivel y . The pa t i ent a pParently has not r esor t ed t o 
extra- mar ital s exual el..~eriences. 
During t h e mon th of the patient's ho sp i talization a t :Brock ton , his 
h OIJPi taliza tion has bilen charc: cter ized by th e abs lil11Ci> of any b izarre 
or p sychotic mat erial, the tr esence o f a fair amount of 11 acting out" 
i n th e ay of drunkenness and p rovoca t iveness. The n a t i &nt el..--p l a ins 
h i s b~havio: a s p rovoca t i veness t o in1pl~nt his discha r g e; t hat 
t h e more obnox ious one is, th e more one i s apt to b !i gotten r i d. of . 
He states t hat he i s myst i f i ed a s t o how h e came to be co~~i t t ed at 
the stat e hosp i ta1. Although t her e i s no substan t i a.! evi d~nco of 
any di s:tu r banca of think ing, t h e t ri h noss of r~rks about h i ms e l f 
i s no table . For exampl e - 11 I know I have to help mys el f ." The 
trouble wi t h me i s t h a t I'm t oo s el f -cons cious and I l a ck security . 
17hat I do i s dr i n.'lc t o 11 el i eve my l a.ck of s ecurity an d l ~_ck of con-
f i dence . 11 ~fhcsc se l f -obs ervations are preferred i n an U.'lent hus i as t ic 
manner . He anpears t o be moro i nteres ted in t r ying t o di rec t a 
def ens e aga i ns t t h e psy ch i a t ris t ' s furth er invest igat i on than in 
trying t o i~ress th e staff ','iith his i ns i ght. He s t a t e,, that h o i s 
f ild u~ wi t h psych i atric a t tent i on , wh ethe r on an out - patien t basis 
or i n- pa tien t basis and ho does not i nt end to s eek psych i atric 
helP on an OUt-p a tien t basis when h e l eaves t his ho~pi t al. Thi s 
bar.~i er nay be ~ reflection of t h e s2.me p ersonali ty t r a i t s descr ibe d 
in t h e p sycholog i s t 1 s report s i n which the pat i ent i s chP. r acter i z e d 
a s be ing afraid of becoming emo t ionally involv ed . I t may al s o 
coincide or appr ox imat G t he behavior call ed s chizoid by t h e ~sych­
iat ri s t who r~ferred the pa t i ent t o the s t a te menta l hospital. He 
f~els t h a t his ilXD eri ence for the ~as t nine months ha s been i n tho 
nature -of a shock ing one , wh i ch h G f& els may enable him to f inally 
s~ttl& down to work crila tively and cons tructively. He added, "I'm 
about to use up all the chances I 111 ever get. 11 
Diagnos is: a. Pers onality tra i t distUrbance , chr onic, modera t e , 
t r eated , unimprove d, manifes t ed by s yniptomatic 
al choli sm , s omat ic a~~i aty equiva l ents , oo1otional 
l abll i ty , scl f -sons c iousnes s , inab ili t y to f orm de ep 
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b. External precipita ting stress - U!llcnown. 
c. Prcdis:posi tion - unlmown. 
d. Degree of incapacity - moderate. 
Disposition: Pat ient discharg~ maximum hospital benefits , July 28, 1954 
Case 1-Jo. 9 
The patient is a thirty-four year old, white single male, Navy veteran 
\7ho was adr.ai t ted to Brockton as a transfer from another l'f€m Er1gland 
Veteran ' s Administra tion hospital. Transfer diagnosis was "schizo-
phrenic reac t ion, catatonic type. 11 He is service connected and corn-
mi tted. 
Present illness: The pa tient enlishd in · the Navy short ly after 
Pearl Harbor and served f or ei ght years on various ships, seeing 
service all over the worl d. Dm· ing this time, he got into p etty 
difficul~ties , but only minor disciplinary action was taken. He t hen 
reanlisted and repor ted to his f irst assignment in civilian clothes 
which r esulted in his bQing taken to a hospital. The patient claim d 
that he knew no reason whatso ver for his having been hospi taliz~d. 
After a few weeks he was transferred t o a service hospit&l an- given 
ten el ectroshoCk treatrnQnts and discharged. After his discharg 
fror!l the service, he inves t ed in a small business but this failed 
after sever al mon ths. He ';went to his father 1 s home and r emained ther 
for anproximately three months but was unable to get along with his 
father .and stepmother. He then worked. on various farm jobs for short 
pariods of time, wandering about New England. He usually ra d to 
leave these jobs because of argmaants with his employers. He th~n 
spent several weeks sleeping in Salvation Army Homes, feeling that 
h e could not work because of the electroshock therapy he had prev-
iously r eceived. One day, he s t a ted , he saw a man in rags and tried 
to give the man a suitcase full of his ovm clothes. H~ was t~cen by 
th~ uolice to a larg.fa city hospital f rom wher& he was sent to a 
Vete;an's Admini stration hospital on a temporary care paper. \Vhile 
in the hospital, he r~ceivlild dee·p insulin coma th~rapy for a year, 
with ninety-four treatments and f orty comas. The long duration of 
treatment was necessary because the patient developed a peculiar re-
action during the cours& of the coma th~rapy and was t aken off treat-
ment for several months. Exhaustive investigations failed to show 
the caus ~ of his difficul t y and no residual effect was not~d. 
On a combined regime of individual psychotherapy, group psychotherapy, 
and insulin coma, the patient showed no essential Change in his con-
dition. He remained seclusive and uncooperativ~. 
Past hiS:o:tty: Th~ 11lJj ient was born in so'll,llb.ern Ne\v England. Th41 
patient was conceived before his parents were married and the mother 
as well as the father were heavy drinkers. The patient's mother 
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ciied while he was in the service and his father rernarrhd. The 
patient recalled that he often wished that his fa-ther were dead and 
h~ often pretended that his fath~r was dead. Ho did this because his 
father was a chronic alcoholic, beat his mother frequtintly and to 
such an extent that the mother was finally arunitted to a state 
m~ntal hospital. Ther~ was apparently considerabl~ financial dif-
ficulty in thli home and the uatient recalled that when he was a child 
thtire was ofhn no food in the house. The patient 1 s mother died as 
a result of br~ast canc~r after discharge from the mental hospital . 
The pati ent's mother was hospitalized when the patient was ten years 
old. From the time she was initially hospitalized, the pati~nt never 
had a stable home life, bdng moved from relative to rdative Qn a 
temporary basis. The family history othe~vise is essentially non-
cont ributory for mental disorders. The uatient 1s early development 
show~d no serious diseases or Op~irations and no ~hysical defor~ities. 
Course in hospital: Mental status on admission revealed th~ patient 
to be retarded in rate of spliech and psychomotor activity. His 
voicli was monotonous and his affect flat but appropriate . He was 
wall orient ed, affable and ingratia ting. The patient revealed very 
transient int~rest in a number of hospital activiti es and training 
cours es and this resulted in numerous changes in his activity pro-
grarn. He was finally assigned to Manual .Arts Therapy and Educational 
Therapy with an aim to ultimately assign him to the Carpentry Shop 
. as a handyman on the Hospital Indus t ry urogram \'fi th member-employee 
status ~ possibility in the rsmote future. His behavior on the ward 
was charact flrized by consistently goo d contact with the sUJ.~roundings. 
He at first showed some slight retardation, occasionally was irrele-
vant in his sPeech, and from time to time displayed some outbursts 
of irritability but was never a's saul t ive at any time. He was gen-
erally withdrawn, asocial. Ho was considfired as a possible candidate 
for trial visits but un1villingness for trial visit was apparent on 
the part of the f~ther and stepmother . ~Che patient b~came fully 
nrivileged less than a month after coming to :Brockton and since then 
he has not abused his privileges in any way. He has been going home 
rfigU.larly: on weekends and his stepmother reported tha t he does well 
at home. At one time he was granted a W@ek 1 s leave of absence for 
the purpose of visiting a sister who lived several hundred miles 
away. He reported that he en~oyod the trip and the visit. A letter 
from the sister indica ted that sh~ recognized much improvement in 
the patient's behavior from what she had seen previously. The 
patient continued to improve in his adjustment and the reports from 
the Physical Medicine Rehabilitation Service showed that he was 
doing very well in the assignments g iven him. The staff of Pl.ffiS 
felt that h e could handli! membll)r-ernployee status and he was presented 
at staf f conference for a decision. Tha psychia tric teem agreed 
that he had no psychotic symptoms for same tim~. had adjustild well, 
and symptons were apparently in remission. He was th~n presented to 
thfi member eiD9loye~ board and approved for same. 
B '~TON UNIVEr~SITY 
.SC~OOL OF SOCIAL WOR~ 
UBf~ARY 
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Diagnosis: a. Schizophr~nic r~action, catatonic type, chronic, 
~nprov~d and in v~ry good r emission. 
b. External precipitating stress - und~termin~d 
c. Pr~disposi tion - severe. Mother was a patient in a 
state hospital and psychotic. Both parents indulged 
haavily in drinking. 
d. ~groG of incapacity - moderatQ. 
Memb8r Gmployee notw: This p atient was dischargGd to a ninety-daY 
trial visit, to member employee status . After the expiration of the 
three 1nonths it was noted that he appeared to be getting along very 
nicely in his program. There ware no recurr~nc~s of any psychotic 
symptoms. He performed his duties well and there have bQiin no con-
trary reports. It was planned that another three months period of 
member eraplOylie status be granted. 
On January 19, 1955 , the pat ient was granted a third thre~ months 
extension of trial vi sit. It was reported by his i~nediate super-
visors that his adjustment has been variabl~. At times he is v~ry 
cooper at ive and attends to his program diligently but at other times 
he does not carry out his duties to the full satisaction of the pro-
gram. Ho •vever it was felt by the Lill'llecliate s~ervisors and the 
psychologist in charg~ of the program that thli pa t ient be given an 
iii!Xhnsion. 
With regard to the Qventual diRcharge f or this patient, he was seen 
by the Vocat ional Counseling Psychology Srarvice and given exhnsive 
tQsts. It was their finding that the pat ient should be encouraged 
in the clerical firald in which he has interes t and aptitudQs. 
Clinical psychology testing r evQa.led: 11 0n the basis of thQ history 
and the present Rorschach results it would appear tha t this patient 
is in a fairly good stat~ of romission. At the s ~ne time ~might 
be point ed out that in terms of his adjustment in th ta community at 
some future date, the present Rorschach reveals a highly schizoid 
type of adjustment in a person who seems to lack suff icient ego 
strength to cop~ with a normally str8ssful environment. 
Case l~o. 10 
rtbe f)at ient is a forty-one year old white, single male, World ''far _ .!.I 
veteran who was a&nitted to Brockton as a transfer from a New Eng-
land state hospital where the diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, 
paranoid type ·:ras made. He is commit ted , s ervice connected , and 
incomnQtent. 
II Present illness: T'ne ~O? tient was admitted to the sta te hospital in 
1950. About one month before admission he \'lent to a doctor for 
treatment of a fungus infection of t he finger which he had contract8d , 
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in the Navy and for which he recieved a uart ial disability ~ension. 
Four days later he consul ted. another doctor. This time he f~al t he 
had ki dney troubl~ as a r~sult o:f t aking linsee:c~ oil internally. 
Still later he took a mix:turli of kerosene, olive oil and Vas eline. 
Later he also took som~ rubbing alcohol mixed with salad oil intQrn-
ally. All these we ird mixtures , he :felt \7oul d s om chow help to make 
him better. Ho again returned to the f irst physician who recom-
mended that he required hospitalization. About this time also, the 
patient complained tha t he had too much salicylic acid in his system 
and that it was poisoning him. Hfil then bilgan complaining of his 
h gs trembling involuntarily and profuse perspiration. The latte•r 
caused him to believe that ther e was too much heat in his system. 
HQ also felt that there was something wrong with his stomach and 
after a doctor allowed him to listen through a stetoscope held over 
t he abdomen, he claimed that he heard what was the matter. The 
patient apparently became concerned and constantly preoccupied with 
the above somatic complaints. He told his mother that he thought 
a blood test for salicylic acid should be perfor-med at one~. Several 
C:. ays before his admission to the stah hospital, he apparently went 
for a long walk, t aking along a knife. He was going to see a brother 
who owed him some money but he threw away t he knife whilQ on his 
'.valk. Rli cords from the hospital from which he was transferred to 
Brockton indicate that the patient was also hospitalized at a V~t­
erans Adrainis t r ation hospital for six months. in 1947. He rras 
given a course of ei ghteen ellictroshock thorapy treatments and 
show~d a good deal of improvem~nt. An excellent home and work ad-
justment was reported following his discharge . 
Thil sta te hospi tal records indicete that th'il patient was downcast, 
worrisome , tense and intensely preoccupiGd with his bo dily health, 
and conplaining of constipation. He had somatic delusions, some of 
which vergsd on t he bizarre. Associa t ions were often tangential and 
ju~ment was impairQd. A cours e of inf'.ul in \'l'as started but stopued 
during the f irst coma because of somatic complicat ions. In the- fall 
of 19~0 . a course of electroshock therapy treatments was g iven and 
the patient had nineteen seizures. Following the dectroshock 
tr catmen·i:; , the pati ent becamli overactive and overtalkative , insist-
ing that he had been hired as a por t er in the hospitaL He prev-
iously had been a por ter somli Yiars back. Gradually this blilhavior II 
was l~ss evident and he was allov.red on wliekend passils which were 
sati sfactory. The agitation he had \"as entirdy absent. Affect 
was desc~bed as bluntQd , associa tions, l oose, and thinking rather 
illogical. The :t:a thnt continued. to be garrulous and ovor :productive 
in his spil~ch. The somaUc dalusions which also troubl ed him on 
admission were now entirely absent but there was a r esidual of con-
siderable conc~rn regarding body functions but were not considered 
by t he s taff as somatic del usions at that time and he appeared to 
xnake quite a satisfactory adjus tment in th e hospital. He was then 
given a we~k pass in cust ody of a brother. Some three months later 
he report~d to tho hospital unaccompanied by anyon~. He showed no 
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psychotic rnont "-'.1 content. He asked the :physician if his nose was 
functioni ng all r i gh t inasmuch as he blew a ir out through his nose 
to have the phys ician see i f it was working corr~ctly . He was t hen 
star t e d on another s~ries of electroshock treatments oecaus~ of his 
numerous somatic compl a ints and his constant demands . He became 
more seclusive , read the Bible a great deal and stayed in his room 
kneeling on the floor ·freq_Uiintly . He was unabl e to do any k ind of 
work. In the s-pring of 1952 , a righ t and t h en a l eft unilator ial 
Drefrontal lobotomy were p e r f ormed with uneventful recovery. 
He was then given a year 1s l eave in the custody of his mother. Aft er 
an uneventfu.ly year of tria.l visit h e was returnlid to th e hospital 
one day by the chief of polic101 of t hG t own in which h e lived. The 
patient had become ag itated , unpr edi ctable and had t hreatened -peop le 
wi th a gun that morning. He had been drinking but caused no trouble 
and got along well in t h e ho spital until his transfer to Brock ton 
on Hay 24 , 1 954. 
Past hi9Pry: The pat i ent was born in s out hern New England. There 
were no unusual incidents attending his birth. He had di phtheria 
at the ag<:il of e i ght or nine, and rhe1.unatism at approximately ten 
years of age. He was the third. of six chil dren. His parents wer e 
r ather ov~rpro tective . He completed gre!omar school , re:pec ting only 
on~ gr ade because of tho diphtheria. The f inancia l sta tus of thQ 
fe.mily was comfortabl e at all times . Following gr ammar school, h e 
s pent three years i n a boy 's t rade school then t wo years a night 
high school. Subsequent to this h e did f orestry work , them joined I 
the CCC. He participahd in spor ts and a thletics but nevQr had any ~~ 
r &)all y close frilinds . He tend'ild to stay at home a great dee.l. He 
was always at t a ched to his mother, very close to hor , more so than 
any of the other children. In his early aclol~scence and adulthood 
he s el dom wen t ou t wi th any girls and sel dom yarticipated in social 
functions . There was occasional enuresis until the age of twelve 
· or thirteen. Prior to h is !ilnlis tment in t h e :iJavy , he worked as a 
welder f or s i x years. He spent f rom 1943 t o 1945 in the service . 
J...fter discharge h e worked as street depar tment worker , then as a 
garbag£-collector. He was ashamed of the latter job and began to 
fu•ink heavily, often co~ing home on pay day with lit t l e or nothing 
l eft of his week 's wages . His brother who is also single and liv ing 
with mo t her, would t h en collect his pay f or h im. Mother is living 
and continues t o k lilep house f or her t wo unmarried ·sons. Uother has 
a heart condition. Father died when the pat i ent was t wenty- f our 
years of age from a blood clot in his leg. A mater nal uncle died 
in a menta.l hospital. Family his tory f or mental illness is other-
wis e negative. 
Course in BroCkton: On a fuaission the pat i ent was al er t , cooperative, 
c omuletel y orien ted as to time , place and per sons. Memory wa s g ood, 
at lCilast superficially , although th~ mt i ent was oi ,ther forgetting or II 
glossing ovor many of his mental dif f icul ti&s, one would assume from 
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the discr~ancy between the symptoms as d~scriDed and t he fact the.t 
lobotomy was considered necessary and performed. Hallucina tions and 
delusions were dwmied by name and description. Hypochondrical 
symptoms were the only abnormalities achni tted but he pla ced all 
these before his lobotomy. Although the pati~nt was pleasant, there 
was a small araoun·~ of poorly controlled hostil ity, mostly di rected 
t oward his parent and the state hospit.s1 whend.e he came. Aff~ct was 
appropriate wi t h the tone of the conversation. The patient appeared 
to b~ in goo d contact and there was no definite ev i dence of psychosis. 
although some paranoid trends were suspected. Since the patient has 
been in Brockton he has gone to his Hospital Indus t ries assignment 
and here his hostility has come to the fore. He complained of being 
neg lecJ!ed and demanded his ri§hts. H~ refus ed to coouerate unl ~ss 
met 90~b of the way. He was easily pacified by the physician but no 
other p erson would do. 
Although he appeared to be a @ood candidate for treatment he was 
also in m~ed of continued tr'ilatment . He handled his privileges ~;rell 
and was granted a l eave of absence at the request of his mother 
five weeks after admission to Brockton. The paxs was fo r a week , 
dur ing which time he got along well at home according to his mothlilr. 
With a week back on th~ ward, he was again granted a leave at his 
mother ' s request. Oncli again it v.•as reported that he got along 
nicely and said. that he liked to be hom~. He was then given several 
moril leaves increasing in length. These were requ~sted by his 
ni.other through social servi ca. While baclc at the hospital for a 
short period , some vae,oue s omatic complaints were hec-.rd but there II 
were no active delusions elicited. After conta.ct with mother in 
· res_ponse to her request f or a ninety-d8y l (ii)ave, the team felt that 
it was advisable. This s t<:crted on August 26, 1954 . 
Diagnosis: a. ~chizophrenic rea ction, paranoid t~, chronic, 
modarate, improved, in fairly good remission. 
b. External l;)ncipitating stress - unknown. 
c. Predisposition - unknown. 
d. Degrlil~ on incapacity - moderate . 
S ince the pat i ent was discharged on trie.l visit, he was seen by the 
r ~g ional office worker at his home. Social service at :Brockton 
conferred with this worker and advised the hosuital team of tha 
patil'int 1s progress. It appeared that the patient continued. to 
make a minimal adjustment. He spends most of his time at home, 
reading , watching tel evision, or performing s imple household chores. 
Hfi) still spealcs vaguii.lly of soaeking reinstatemilmt in his f ormer job 
as a Garbage coll~ctor, but has made no attempt to resume work. It 
was the opinion of the regional office social v1orker t;ha t thQ 
pati~nt is virtually unemployable duo to lack of motive tion and 
seclusiveness. The patiQnt 1s mother, whil~ interest~d in him, 
continues to display a lack of understanding of his illness in his 
prilsent condition and to date has demonstrat~d no rils:ponse to thil 
I 
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socia~ work.-r 's athm:pts to interpr~t to her the patient ' s illness, 
pri!sent bQhavior, etc . The goals of continued trial visit suptir-
vision will be to (1) maintain him at his present l GV!il of adjust-
ment, (2) .-ncourage him t o socialize on a limited scal e through 
vis i ts t o the VQ t eran 1s Adminis t ration rtigional office, (3) To con-
tinue to int erpret to the patient's moth .. r his prQs~nt luuitations. 
Extension of trial visit was recommended. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY .tUm COUCLUSION 
In this study th~re were several questions rais~d ~arlier. L~t us 
now consider the qu~stions in the light of the data and the case his-
tori~s. 
1. \{ho wer~ thes~ previously long-term hospitalized ten men who 
were able to leave a mental hospital after six months? 
None of the v~terans studied was marri .. d and SQVenty per cent had 
nQver been married. NoyQs 1 sugges ts that married people have a rela-
tivcly low rate of mental illness because n~rriage in itself provides 
many of the satisfactions in life. The fQeling that one is appreciated, 
desired as a sexual partner , freedom from loneliness, the emotional 
satisfactions of parenthood, etc. tend to stabilize people. Then too, 
many vhose affectiv~ and other personality limitations are so great 
that they are predisposQd to mental disease and are never sought as 
marr i age partners because of their obvious maladjustment. 
Eighty per cent had at least one typ~ of somatic thera~y at the 
mental hospital prior -to coming to Brockton, while none had any soma tic 
therapy at Brockton; ThGre was no particular ~ducational background 
common t o all the patients in this study, rather there was a good 
£ange: from a veteran with e question of mental deficiency to a vet-
eran who took post-gre.duate college cours~s. 
1. Noyes, A. P. , ' 1 Mod~rn Clinical Psychiatry" , Third edition; 
Neu York ; 1951. p. 43 
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Eighty per c ent had poor work r~cords prior to s~rvice and the 
li entire group made very poor work adjus tments after their service ex-
p$riences . 
2. What par t did social service pl ay in planni ng for early discharge ? 
:Because disch:,,r ge is a team function where in the psychiatris t , 
p sychologist and social worker express and exchange op inions, it is 
difficult to determine who in the tQam decided first that the pat ient 
was ready to be considered for discharge . It is the sole respon-
sibili ty of s ocial service to plan for tha t discharge and to decide 
when the opt inm.m t:im~a in the patient 1 s interest is at hand. Since 11 
nine of the cases studied were dische.rged on trial visit, social s er-
vice was active in the p l anni ng ~~d also active in post-hospital 
p lanning and think ing in conjunction \Vi t h the regional off ice. In 
perhaps all t en cases studied, it becomes apparent that social ser-
vice's main f m1ction in t erms of discharge planni ng is t o place t h e 
discharged p2.t i ent i n su ch an environment that chances of r eadmission 
to the hospi t a l will be minimized. It becomes evident that mental 
hosp i tals f or the most part, are notc;abl e to change a person ' s pat-
ter n of life. his interests, and motivr::. ting forces. Since a g i ven 
individual i s t he produc t of his total li fe experiences , i t woul d 
not be reasonable to expect that a short stay in any s ituation could 
chang~ the effects wr01.1.gh t on one 1s persona.lity makeup. Since we ce.n-
not usually produce drastic chan.3;e in the indivieual, then t h e other 
alterna tive would be to pl a ce the individual i n such a s oci;:;l environ-
ment which will meet his needs and not produce t he pressur es which h e 
I 
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coul Q not tol era te. leading to hospitalization. The social worker 
at Brockton has as his goal the "manipulation" of the pdi~nt in 
the psychiatric meaning of the te1~. The existing emotional , 
psychological, and social maJ.~eup of the patient are examined and 
t hllln planning is instituted which will place the patient in the 
enviro~~ent wh~re these needs will be met . 
In addition to fitting the patient i nto the proper environm~nt , 
it i s al so often possible to modi fy the environment froi!l which he 
ca.me, thus maJ.dng it a more positive one . One o:f.' t he patient s in 
this s tudy was wetting and soiling himself, i ndicating r ather 
severe regression. Through hospitalizat ion , then the member-
employee program , and then placement in a foster hom situation , 
he was shown that he could make a better social ad justment. In 
addit ion , his parents 1 at t ituC.es changed when th0y s >V demonstr ted 
how well the pat i ent adjusted in another home. They then asked that 
h e come home and ~oith the social worker t al ked of how family atti-
tudes and activities mi ght bG changed t o help the pati ent . Rather 
than tho rejecting a tt itude they :formerly c.lisplccye d , they now 
trea ted him like a dependent child and offe red warrath and at •Amtion 
t o which he responded. The parents now demand nothing and ar~ 
p l eased with each oit of p rogres s that the pat ient makes toward in-
de endenc~. ·fuile it is probable that the pat i ent will return to 
the hospital , social servic e has made progr ess i n modi f ying the 
hom~ situat ion and hel~ing the patient t o return to the com~<ity . 
Because of t he cons t ant study of the patient ' s needs , the 
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social rrorker is ready to p l en with the patient and his farnily ·,;-hen 
the time for discharge approaches. \Yi th most patients moreover, dis-
charge planning is in mind 'hen the psychiatric his tory is taken soon 
after admission. 
Another of the patients studied was tested by the psychological 
service and with this inf orma tion which indicated that the patient 
needed an insti tutiona.l typil of setting where he could be provided 
maximum security in terms of food and shelter. a job was found f or 
him in a children's institution. Here he also received the gratifi-
cation of relating to children who were also in a dependent setting 
and meeting his own ne~ds. 
If we examine what happened to the other patients included in 
this s tudy, it also becomes evident tha t if nothing about the pat ient 
seemed to change in the p eriod between aomission and disch;,rge, then 
our t hinking and planning for the patient were doubly important . :By 
making use of hos-pital resources to study the patient and applying the 
knowledge gained t o the social setting of the patient in the conmntnity, 
it was possible to achieve the goe.l of community, rather than hosp-
ital adjustment. In conjunction wi th this p lanning it was also part 
of realistic thinking to realize t hat many of th~ pati ents would be 
readmitted to the hospital. That i n itself is no t failure in terms 
of pla-11ning. I f the ~)atient is hdped to live in the community for 
even half of his life , then his life adjus -t;ment \'>il l have been that 
much i n1proved. At the samil time another pa·Gient co-uld be admitted and 
treated , thus benefit t ing the community as a whole. 
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3. \1hat kind of immedi ate ~x tra-mural adjus tments did the subj ec ts 
mak~? 
I n the case of the pat ient discharged ~imum hospital benefit, 
nothing is or -pro bably will be lmown of his subsequent adjus tment. In 
the cases of the nine discharged on trial visit, reports have been r e-
ce ived from two workers who have beV1n seei ng the patients concerned. I n 
both cases , adjustment was marg inal but family interest cont inued to be 
strong and th e relatives W(;lre highly accepting of the patient 1 s behavior. 11 
In t h e cases of trial vi sit-member employee, three in number , two con-
tinue to malce mediocre or marg inal adjustments in h rma of work habits, 
dependabili ty , social interaction, etc. The third m~1ber employee has 
made an excellent adjustment. He do es well on the job, is learning new 
skills, sociali zes very well with many of the regular hospi tal employees, 
t akes a night course i n his special ty in the town, and is representative 
of t hil 11 success story ." 
4. ~t t r eatments did the subj ects have in the fonuer hospitals? 
Ei gh ty per cent had sotnatic t herapi es eithilr EST, I ST comb inat ions , 
or EST alone. One patient had a lobotomy. Attempts t o get the patients 
i nt er ested in arts ru1d crafts Silerned to be mi nimal but in many cases t h e 
inf or1nat ion of s ecif ic therau i es such as i.!ATS, ET, OT, etc. may well 
have been omitted. 
5. What treatment did the subj ects r eceive at Brockt on? 
Without excep tion, there was no soinatic therapy administer ed. All 
took part in hosp i tal act iv ities since the -pat ients all have activit y 
schedules and no one, to -- he writer 1 s k:no\7ledge, is allowed to sit on 
the ward all day with nothing to do. The only exceptions of course, 
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woul d be thos e :pat i ents who had been admitted rQCQnt ly. Of the ten 
studhd, all t ook part in Hospital Indus t riQs, Ua.nu.al Arts Th.erat?Y, 
Educational Therapy or Corrective ThQrapy a t sOmQ stage of hos~italiza-
tion. It nmst be k~pt in mind , ho•, evfir, that fully half of the patilents 
studied exhibited no psychot ic s~~~toms at the timQ of their admission 
to Brockton. 
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